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Now FREE Custom Training Videos

“For a limited time I am offering to make PERSONALIZED videos just for you, on any topic you like!”

T

he world is opening up, but nothing will
ever be the same again. It is both a privilege, and concerning, to know that history
books will forever be written about this time, the
COVID-19 pandemic. We lived through it to see,
feel, and experience the worldwide changes, for
ourselves. Daunting times, for sure, for us all.
However, the sun still shines, and the birds
still sing, blissfully unaware of the trauma we
humans are experiencing at this time. And so, we
too must carry on, with as much joy, laughter,
and silver linings we can muster. There is really
no other choice, and that is okay.
At least one thing has not changed one bit,
and that is our love and devotion to our beloved
animals. In fact, now more than ever, we depend
on our animals to give us an unmoving anchor
point. No matter what happens in the world,
mask or no mask, we pet parents are all united
for our love and devotion to animals. If anything,
now more than ever, we really take the time to
practice those things we know we should have
been doing all along, like toenail trimming, and

tooth brushing. At our practice we have definitely seen a shift in clients noticing little bumps,
swellings, and odors on their pets, more closely
than ever. That is WONDERFUL for the animals,
and your relationship with them, and you will
both be happier and live longer because of it.
That said, we will still be sticking to our new
normal of no clients in the building for a little
while yet. We want to see the curve of COVID
cases clearly going down, for at least two weeks,
before we will be considering any changes.
Although we all REALLY miss seeing, talking
with, and hugging you all! I hope we can do all
those things again safely, soon. A huge bonus,
however, that I have personally experienced from
this new normal is that I feel we are doing an even
better job of caring for your pets while they are
in our care. With often little information to go on
when the pet comes in the door, it’s my job to see
that the pet is 1) reassured they are loved and not
be too scared while with us in our building, and
2) then to do an even more through exam from
top to bottom without just focusing so much on

the one thing
they came in
for, such as an
ear infection.
This has led to
better patient
care, and us
being able to
do a better job
counseling you
on everything
related to your
pet’s health at
each and every
visit.
And to reassure you that
your animals
are doing fine
without you
while “behind
the
scenes”
with us, I have taken several short videos of lots
of wagging tails, kisses, and eager snack eating.
We are working on getting those edited and
available on my YouTube channel soon.
Regarding videos, if you have not done so yet,
please take a moment to subscribe to my channel The1DrQ. There I have over 100 videos that
are not already on our website, on all manner of
topics from brushing pets’ teeth and trimming
nails, to updates on our latest rescue horses at
the ResqRanch.
Most importantly, I want to share with you
that during these strange times where we must be
apart, as my FREE GIFT to you to help us both
feel a little closer, for a limited time I am offering
to make PERSONALIZED videos just for you, on
any topic you like! That’s right, FOR FREE! All I
ask is that you sign up for our newsletter at www.
DrQandU.org, then send us an email through the
site with a video request in the subject line. You
can also subscribe to my YouTube channel and
then comment on videos there if you just want
further clarification on a topic already presented.

Signing up for our newsletter will also allow
you premium access to my web courses coming
in the next 3 months. As some of you know, I
have been working on developing web courses
for quite some time. Purchasing and running the
practice delayed those plans for a bit, yet now
it’s time to get those launched. Now more than
ever, people are looking for information on the
Internet, know that you can trust me to bring
you everything you need to know about having
the most amazing, healthy, long-lived relationship with the animals in your life, that you could
EVER dream possible. That is my guarantee, and
my passion. I promise to present the best information that I can, in the way that I do, with love,
and without judgment.
All I ask in return is that if you find value
in any of my free videos that you watch, then
won’t you PLEASE DONATE monthly to the
ResqRanch. Our website is ResqRanch.org, yet
the easiest way to do that is to copy, paste, and
follow this link with your credit card in hand:
https://www.gofundme.com/f/Resqranch.
Have you heard the BLM is slated to destroy
10,000 wild mustangs because money is running
out to care for them? That is why we are going to
do our part, adopt and train wild mustangs, and
video the process, so that if you’re a horse lover,
you can follow along with us on their magical
transformation.
So please stay safe out there everyone, the animals need YOU! And send me your video ideas
so we can find some personal connection during
this time; and remember, we are #strongertogether. God bless, and thanks for reading! Dr Q
and the Crew of Aspen Park Vet Hospital and the
ResqRanch.
Aspen Park Veterinary Hospital is located at
25871 Duran Ave. Conifer, CO 80433.
You can call the hospital at
(303) 838-3771 (838-DrQ1) or
visit them at www.DrQandU.org.
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— ON THE MOVE FITNESS —

Little Decisions That Have
a Big Impact!
BY DEB BROWN, NSCA CPT, CWC, CNS

We all want to be at our healthihave more energy tomorrow, but
est all of the time. When we are
getting enough sleep will help
young, we just take for granted
you cope with daily stress and
that we are healthy, that we have
ward off disease.
energy to do the things we want
4. Exercise: keep active doing
to do, that our bodies will perthat which you enjoy doing! Try
form as we want them to perform.
to get some sustained movement
As we get older, we have to actuevery single day. Take the dogs
ally work at being healthy. Often
for a walk, ride your bike with
the small daily decisions that we
the kids, find a great workout app
make and actions that we take add
or work with a personal trainer.
up to either support our health or
What have you done today? What
detract from it. Besides the current
could you do tomorrow?
When we are
steps that we are all taking, such
5. Regular doctor and dentist
as frequent hand washing, social
young,
we
just
take
visits: make that one phone call
distancing and wearing a mask
when in public, here are some for granted that we today that you have been putting off for that mammogram or
other daily decisions to consider:
are healthy…As we prostate screening. Making the
1. What you eat: eating a diet that
will probably take
get older, we have appointment
includes lots of fruits and vegeyou 5 minutes or less and could
tables, lean proteins and whole to actually work at just save your life..
grains promotes a healthy body,
6. Strong friends/family supbeing healthy.
helps to insure against disease and
port network: keeping up with
gives us the energy we need to do
friends
and
family
has never been easier AND
the things we want. Are you eating a healthful,
more
important.
Pick
up the phone and call
balanced diet today? Could you add an additional
someone
you
have
not
talked to in awhile.
serving or two of fruits and/or vegetables?
Schedule a Zoom date with a friend. Cuddle up
2. Fluid intake: many people walk around in a with your hubby on the couch tonight.
constant state of dehydration. Get into the habit
of drinking fluids on a constant basis. Water is 7. Manage stress: what kind of downtime do
optimal, but herbal teas and organic juices are you have planned for today? Do you have a few
also very healthful. How much water have you quiet moments to relax? Can you take an hour
to do something that brings you joy? Add some
had today? Go drink another glass!
downtime every day to help keep you mentally
3. Sleep: skip that late night program tonight sharp.
and get an extra hour of sleep. Not only will you

“

”

Dave & Deb Brown are NSCA Certified Trainers and the owners of the
On The Move Fitness Personal Training Studio located in Conifer. For more information,
please visit www.onthemovefitness.com or call us at 303-816-1426.
To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by
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June beneficiary

from the experts

— B U F FA L O PA R K D E N T I S T RY —

COVID-19 Reopening

To date, Your Mountain Connection has donated more than $118,000 to a local nonprofits.
Evergreen resident Margo Hamilton is the volunteer beneficiary coordinator for Your Mountain Connection.
She has an extensive background working with nonprofits and writes to help people better understand each other.

BY ALEX ROBERTS

following guidelines and recommendations from the
“StateWeofareColorado,
as well as the American Dental Association
and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
”

I’m Just Sayin’…
JUNE 2020 — FATHERS DAY
Jeff Smith owner/publisher
une, of course, is the month for Father’s Day.
Like moms, they have a huge influence on
our lives — probably forever. My dad taught
me many life lessons, some on the golf course.
Most are still with me today. Happy Father’s Day!
The Evergreen Rodeo usually falls on Father’s
Day weekend. This year, for obvious reasons, it
has been postponed until August 22 – 23. I am
sure there will be restrictions and new rules, but if
possible we should support this iconic local event.
I hate to harp on this, but the light at the
intersection of 43 and 285 has gone back to the
2 minutes and 40 seconds like it was before. I
am not sure what the reasoning is behind this,
but evidently the Park County Manager, Tom
Eisenman, has the authority to arbitrarily make
these kinds of changes. It is ridiculous to sit for
almost three minutes to enter 285 and go north
(that’s if you make the first light). There is very
little traffic on 285 now; and even if it is busy,
there is no reason for such a long light. If you
agree, then remember the commissioners who
allow this to happen when you vote this fall.
The Governor is supposed to announce on
Monday, May 25th, how restaurants can reopen.
Too late to advertise in this month’s edition, so
watch your favorite restaurants to see what they
do. Many of them have told me that they won’t
open for under 50% capacity. It just doesn’t
work. Having been in the restaurant business
back in the 90s, I understand. With 50% revenues it is hard to maintain your kitchen staff, etc.

J

HELP, HOPE, AND UNITY ARE ESSENTIAL
BY MARGO HAMILTON

“The daily number of people we are serving is staggering. It’s a difficult time emotionally as well as financially.”

Seniors’ Resource Center (SRC), Evergreen Christian Outreach (EChO), and Mountain Resources Center (MRC)
provide services that have been essential to mountain residents for decades, but perhaps never more so than now
since many within our mountain communities have recently lost their jobs, income, housing, and more.

F

rom housing and financial assistance, to
foodbanks, resale shops, firewood, medical coverage, domestic violence, mental
health issues, dealing with troubled kids, and a
few other issues, these centers help people with
an array of need through kindness, caring, and
compassion and no judgment. That inspired me
to reach out to all three agencies so you can be
updated on their current programs and services.
Just before the U.S. went into isolation due
to COVID-19, I heard a rumor SRC was permanently closing Evergreen’s Yellow House.
Having worked at SRC, and armed with wonderful memories, including the experience of
receiving much needed support when my dad
was diagnosed with cancer and I enrolled him
in the Adult Day program, I reached out to
Chris Lynn, who serves as President and CEO
of Seniors’ Resource Center. He instantly righted
the wrong information about the Yellow House
forever closing: “The Yellow House is not closing! Staffing changes fueled that rumor that
was started by one or two terminated employees. COVID-19 mandated we had to temporary
close our Adult Day programs, but our caregivers
daily check in with Day Break participants and
their family members. They also created activity
packages that allow those participants to have
activity while at home with their families. Zoom
calls also provide opportunities for caregivers
and Adult Day participants to engage with one
another. Many of our in-home care services are
ongoing, such as our volunteer drivers taking
people in need of critical medical care for their
chemo and dialysis and other essential medical
appointments. Meals on Wheels is also ongoing.
What is the most critical at this current phase is
to be incredibly cautious about reopening, since
older adults remain at-risk, and we also need to
protect our staff.”
Nancy Judge, Development Director and
former Food Bank Manager at EChO, provides
overwhelming stats of the influx of mountain

residents needed food. “Prior to March 23rd, our
food bank was servicing 150 families per week.
Due to issues surrounding COVID-19, that rate
has increased 50 percent, which is both humbling and shocking. Prior to recent quarantine
regulations lessening, we could not allow anyone
into our food pantry housed in the Bancroft Hall,
located at 27640 CO-74. We had prepackaged
boxes that contained fresh dairy items, frozen

meets, fresh veggies, fruit and bakery items.
People lined up early, and many were humbled,
claiming they never thought they would be in
need of a food bank. We didn’t ask questions, only
pertinent information, such as how many were in
their family and if there were any dietary restrictions. Now that JeffCo regulations have relaxed,
we now have our food bank on the wrap-around
porch of the Bancroft Hall, with the exception of
meat, milk, dairy and other items that need to
be refrigerated. We offer hand sanitizing prior to
entry to the porch, and a one-direction shopping
and exit route to ensure social distancing regs
are followed. Those in need are welcome to shop
Mondays from 10 – 6, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays 10 – 4. We are closed Friday, Saturday
and Sunday. EChO has also taken over the school
lunch program for the summer, so your children
can receive the same nutritious meals. Our volunteers have been phenomenal in offering delivery

to clients that can’t come personally to EChO,
and we reopened our EChO Resale Shop (located
at 3763 Evergreen Parkway) on May 11th. One
door is for entry and another to exit, and our
staff are limiting the number of people who can
be in the store. Our staff is also continuously
cleaning and sanitizing from before we open to
after we close. The EChO Job Center (located at
3721 N. Evergreen Pkwy. Suite 6) has remained
open, but we now Zoom our resume workshops,
helping people file for unemployment and helping file for assistance for the self-employed. I am
happy to report employers are posting jobs with
us. Anyone interested in learning about new job
openings should contact us at brenda@evergreenchristianoutreach.org with a request to be
placed on a weekly email blast of job postings.”
Currently, EChO has a critical need that you
might be able to help alleviate. “We missed our
annual food drive season due to mandatory isolation, and food donations from local grocery stores
have dropped off considerably. We continue to
purchase food from Food Bank of the Rockies,
but it is upon us to subsidize many items. We
are asking for financial donations as opposed to
food donations at this time. Our community has
always been wonderfully supportive, and during
this time of isolation, we are seeing people go
above and beyond for those in need.”
Sarah Kinzer, Executive Director of Mountain
Resource Center, reflects upon the upswing of
people who now require food bank services.
“Our food bank typically serves 450 residents
annually in both JeffCo and Park County, and the
need has increased by 400 percent. We transitioned the foodbank onto our circle driveway at
11030 Kitty Drive, so people can remain in their
cars and simply drive through. We complete a
form from within their cars that asks the number
of people in their family and food restrictions.
People can also pick up food for family or friends.
We are completely on the honor system. No
questions asked. The daily number of people we

are serving is staggering. It’s also a difficult time
emotionally as well as financially, so our staff is
trying to solicit a smile or two by dressing up in
fun costumes. It helps to remove the fear factor
that many, especially kids, are experiencing.
We are also serving clients virtually and started
a Parents as Teachers support program that we
offer through Zoom. The Circle of Parents program is parent-led, and they cover topics from
divorce (kids as well as parents) to experiencing
substance abuse, and how to work with kids
who have mental, emotional, and developmental
issues. We have recently reopened the offices of
our Integrative Service Team, and they are helping people sign up for mortgage and utility assistance, health benefits, and mental health support,
as well as the Veterans Advocacy program. Many
of these clients don’t have access to computers
and/or Internet services. To minimize putting
people at risk, we prefer to help through Zoom,
but for those who are in need of the Integrative
Service Team and Veteran Assistance, they can
make an appointment by phone since we are not
allowed to have walk-ins. On the day of your
appointment, we will meet you at the front door
and provide you with hand sanitizer, masks and
gloves. Our meeting rooms are now arranged for
social distance activity. We want to be mindful of
everyone’s health.

As many as 25% of the restaurants may never
reopen. They have been put out of business.
Hopefully, the Governor will do the right thing
and allow businesses to reopen with the necessary restrictions.
As reported last month, the death rate from
COVID-19 is being adjusted down in many
states — Colorado being one of the first. Next we
will see the number of cases being adjusted up.
There could be as much as 5 – 10 times what has
been reported by the CDC, states, etc.
The Broncos – they have put out a schedule
as if they will play, but probably with no fans
or very limited. I don’t know how the rookies
will learn anything in time to play, but we’ll see.
All teams are in the same boat, so no one team
should have an advantage. I think the Broncos
have a very good draft team this year. Just too
bad it has to be this year! Stay tuned.
The Avalanche – Suspended – One possibility being discussed is going right to the playoffs,
using the standings at the end of play when they
suspended all games. I don’t think a decision has
been made yet. Stand by.
The Nuggets – Suspended – Who knows? ‘The
Last Dance’ on ESPN was the best thing to come
out of the NBA for a long time. Keep watching to
see what they do.
Quackadilly says:
“My father gave me the greatest gift anyone could
give another person: He believed in me.”
— Jim Valavno
next issue • JULY 2020
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Jeff Smith
“We are also planning to reopen our Resale
Store located at 10875 US Hwy 285 in Conifer.
We will be accepting donations on Sundays and
Mondays, since donated items need to be quarantined for 72 hours. Our hours will also be modified, as we need to restock items and we want
to stay current on health regulations. Please visit
our website or call us the store at 303 816 9255
to check for the date of reopening and hours.”
Community need and support of MRC, SRC,
and EChO has never been greater. Altruism is
often defined as being generous. In this era of a
global pandemic, generosity, kindness, compassion, and caring about one another have served
to unite many of us. May that unity become
stronger.
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Last month we were discussing life
see, and some you will not see, like
in quarantine, and I am happy to
air purification, increased surface
say that this month we are discussdisinfection, and staff screening.
ing life back in our dental practice.
As a healthcare provider, we
While it was a unique few weeks
practice Universal Precautions.
at home, I can say that I am happy
The CDC describes this as a
our team is back providing regular
concept that all blood and body
dental care. Our hands may never
fluids that might be contaminated
be the same after all the hand sanwith blood should be treated as
itizer and hand-washings, but we
infectious, because patients with
are optimistic that this is a first
blood-borne infections can be
step toward things safely moving
asymptomatic or unaware they
toward a more “normal” existence
are infected. Basically, we assume
Dental health every person in our office is
again.
We believe dental health is an
is an important infected with something, even if
important part of our body’s overare asymptomatic, and clean
part of our body’s they
all health; and if the goal is to
and sterilize our office with these
get our communities healthy, we
assumptions. This is a foundation
overall health.
are happy to do our part to help
for what we do on a daily basis,
get there. When you visit our practice, you will and all of our patients can be sure this is somenotice things are a little different. It may seem like thing we take very seriously.
we are mumbling more than normal, but that is
The safety of our patients and staff has always
just because of the medical-grade respirators and been our top priority, and this continues to be
face shields we are using to provide an extra level the case. We do understand that some people are
of protection. We apologize in advance for asking ready to get back to regular appointments and
the same questions, multiple times, about flu-like care, like dental visits, and some are not quite
symptoms, but we are all trying to do our part comfortable venturing out just yet. We are symto stay healthy. We are following guidelines and pathetic to that and also believe regular dental
recommendations from the State of Colorado, as care is vital to health, so call us at (303) 674-7741
well as the American Dental Association and the when you are ready to schedule an appointment.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Prior
to the COVID-19 pandemic, we practiced strict
28577 Buffalo Park Rd • Suite 260
infection control procedures, and we will continue
Evergreen, CO 80439
to do this with some added precautions you will
(303) 674-7741 • buffaloparkdentistry.com

“

”

— HOME PRO LLC —

Understanding an Insurance Claim
BY MIKE IDDINGS
Spring can bring hail, water damage,
or a fallen tree. If you find yourself
in this situation, I would recommend contacting a professional
contractor experienced in insurance
repair. Calling your homeowners’
insurance company is the first step,
then a call to us, and we will be there
on your behalf. Our loss experts can
help to identify all things damaged,
not just the obvious ones.
Spring weather produces numerous storms. There can be an overwhelming number of claims, and the insurance
companies may need to hire subcontracted adjusters to get those claims settled. This will expedite
the claim process; however, the adjuster’s experience may be from a flatter, lower cost of living
area — he or she may not have experience in a
mountain resort area, which could affect the overall amount of your claim.
Many insurance companies use an estimating
software called Xactimate. It would be in your best
interest to have someone who speaks Xactimate in
your corner. We can help you understand what is
and isn’t covered and prevent possible oversights.
Often times, our estimates differ from the
insurance companies’. We work directly with the
adjusters to make sure everything that was lost or
damaged gets covered. A good example is a deck
we replaced a few years back for homeowners who
spend the winters out of state. A plow truck hit
and broke an 8' deck post, and the deck dropped,
tearing away from the house. The insurance company sent out an adjuster. The initial estimate was
for $11K — done deal…not so fast. Our estimate
was for $50k. Now what? Initially, I was laughed
at by the adjuster. I requested he meet me on site.
The adjuster’s first visit was not thorough enough.
He only estimated the deck itself. Who knows the
reason for the oversight, but it was not good for the
homeowner. I pointed out when the deck ripped
away from the home it tore the flashing, which
ruined the siding, which broke trim molding,

which damaged a window. This
required re-siding the entire front
of the home because the siding
was not able to be matched,
which in turn required priming and painting. The deck had
lights on the posts, so the wiring
needed to be repaired and the fixtures to be replaced. There were
built-in flower pots with a drip
watering system that were damaged. There was a waterproof
drainage system in place, which
also was missed. When the post was hit, it damaged the caisson, and that needed to be replaced.
The adjuster allowed for redwood replacement,
not composite decking with hidden fasteners. He
also did not include a custom design that was in
the railing. The existing stairway was not to code
and had to be corrected to pass inspection — I
think you can see where I am going with this…
having a professional there to ensure you are made
whole again is priceless. The insurance company
re-wrote the estimate, it was consistent with ours,
and the deck was replaced to “same like, kind
and quality.” When the homeowners returned to
Colorado, they were ecstatic; instead of having a
nightmare to deal with, they uncorked a bottle of
wine and started filling the flower boxes.
It is illegal to profit from your own insurance
loss. The proper value of a claim ensures that
you get the correct products, good craftsmanship, and all things repaired. Expect to pay your
deductible; otherwise a corner will be cut somewhere. You need proof showing that all items
covered in the claim were repaired; this way if
there is a future claim affecting the same items,
they are covered again.
WATCH FOR MORE REMODELING
INFORMATION IN UPCOMING ISSUES.

Mike Iddings, Craftsman/Contractor/Owner
Home Pro LLC • 303-809-3558
Facebook: Home Pro Construction
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from the experts

Tie Your Own

— M O U N T E VA N S H O M E H E A LT H C A R E & H O S P I C E —

OUR HEART IS IN THE HOME
At Mount Evans, we have 18 amazing nurses. They travel hundreds of miles every week to care for patients
in their mountain homes. Under the best of circumstances, we are proud of the skill, love and care our
nurses provide. Now, facing some of the worst possible circumstances, there are hardly words to
adequately describe their selfless commitment to patients in the mountain community.

F

rom the beginning of this pandemic, Mount Evans nurses’ greatest concern wasn’t for themselves, it was for their patients. They worried
about how to continue providing not just medical care, but the extraordinary care that our nurses are known for; it’s what we like to refer
to as “loving our patients up.” We asked a few of our nurses to share in their own words why they wanted to be a nurse and how COVID19 has impacted their work.

has made
“COVID-19
me appreciate the
freedom I had before
the virus. I miss hugging
my patients.

”

from the experts

The Sasquatch Chronicles
BY JIM MYERS

Not only will you be learning about bugs
“
and their stages, you’ll also have to focus on how
the fish feed on each different stage of insect.
”

BY TERRY RITTER

that I wanted a career
doing something that
helped others.
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BY DUANE REDFORD

COVID-19 or Not, Caring Is What We Were Meant to Do

from the time
“II knew
was quite young

MOUNTAIN CONNECTION | J U N E 2020

”

KIM KITTERMAN

KRIS SCHULD

“I knew from the time I was quite young that I wanted a career doing something that helped
others. I had planned on becoming a teacher, but after an experience with a wonderful
nurse, I knew that I was meant to be a nurse.
“COVID-19 has greatly impacted everything I do as not only a nurse but as a mom and
a local community member. It has made me evaluate all my decisions and actions, whether
it be walking into a patient’s home or stepping into the grocery store. It has also changed
the care we give in the home. My patients get to see me with full isolation garb. For many
patients, it can be very scary seeing your nurse looking like a member of the hazmat team.
It also makes it much more difficult for them to hear and understand me which can be
frustrating for them. What keeps me caring for the mountain community is my amazing
and wonderful patients. There is nothing more rewarding than knowing that at a very scary
part of their life I can make a difference and be there for them.”

“I really didn’t know I wanted to be a nurse. I was a kitchen/bath designer for Home Depot
for way too many years. One day one of my friends said to me, ‘Know how we can get out
of here? Let’s go to nursing school!’ At the time, I didn’t even know what a nurse did. I graduated with 3.9 GPA and I haven’t ever wanted to do anything else.
“COVID-19 has made me appreciate the freedom I had before the virus. I miss hugging
my patients. I think they also miss their freedom. They miss not having their care providers
come to visit in full Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), and they miss being touched
without gloves. They are also scared. They fear the pharmacy will run out of the medications they need, and they worry they won’t be able to buy foods they like. Despite all the
unknowns surrounding the coronavirus, I keep caring for my patients because it’s what I
was created to do. I feel truly blessed to be able to care for my patients, many that I’ve had
since I started at Mount Evans almost eight years ago.”

I tied my first fly when I was
and then begin to use those
nine years old at a fly fishing
techniques on other flies.
club in Tucson, Arizona. It
It’s a lot like your quarter
was a wooly worm, tied on
mile of river: learn it well,
an old Thompson vise, and
and then apply it as you
from that moment I was
grow. As you become more
hooked. Tying your own
proficient, you’ll begin to
flies, in my opinion, can
tie two–handed, dial in fly
hasten the fly fishing jourproportions, and eventually
ney and helps you improve
get into designing your own
quickly. The combination
patterns.
of tying your own flies and
All the elite fly fishers
fishing those flies aids your
I know tie flies to some
journey immensely because
degree. They not only tie
you are adding another
time-tested patterns, but
layer of fly fishing wisdom
they also customize flies
to your cake. It’s something
for the nuances that they
you have to think through.
have learned on the river,
If you don’t have any
over time. For example,
It’s very rewarding to fool fish with a fly you created.
tying gear and want to get
they may tie a variation of a
into it, it’s pretty much like any other new ven- simple Pheasant Tail without any flash or bead
ture. Purchase what you can afford. Find yourself for late-season, fly-weary fish. Or they may take a
a mentor, club, social media group, or anything leech pattern, change the color slightly to match
that clips the top off the learning curve. And tie. the hues in their river and add weight wraps to
Not only is it satisfying to catch a fish on your the body for a faster sink rate.
own tie, but it was not by accident, and you’ve
It’s when you begin to fish to a specific river,
learned a lot more than you think. As you get with specific flies in mind that you have tied, that
into it, you begin to think about entomology and you begin to get to the next level of angling. So,
the classes and stages of bugs in the water. For tie your own, and tie it on!
example, you will learn the differences between
Fear No Water!
nymphs, emergers, and pupae and how to tie Duane Redford is a Colorado fly fishing guide,
them. Not only will you be learning about bugs
author, national speaker, and signature
and their stages, you’ll also have to focus on how
fly tyer for Montana Fly Company.
the fish feed on each different stage of insect.
duaneredford.com @flyfishersplaybook
Tying flies answers a lot of questions, and in
no time, you’ll become a rock-flipping fool. Start
with simpler patterns, tie them over and over,

Every month in

Things to Know About Medicare

LYSHA FOSTER

Terry Ritter, RN
Mount Evans Home Health Care & Hospice

Terry Ritter is the Nurse Manager at Mount Evans Home Health Care & Hospice.
Mount Evans provides individuals and their families in the mountain communities
of Jefferson, Park, Clear Creek and Gilpin counties with compassion, comfort,
healing, courage and hope during challenging times.
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Turning 65 this year? If you
Medicare Advantage Plans
aren’t already, now is the time to
work a little differently. When
get familiar with the A, B, C, and
you choose an Advantage Plan,
D of Medicare. Sound fun? Let’s
you will still pay your Part B
dig in.
premium, but Medicare pays the
Medicare Part A, hospital
insurance company you choose
insurance, is paid through payto take care of your healthcare
roll taxes. Part B, which covers
within their network. Most
outpatient services and physician
Advantage Plans include Part D
fees, costs most people $144.60/
coverage, they often offer some
mo. this year. If you’re not
additional benefits and perks,
already collecting Social Security
and there are even $0 Premium
benefits, you’ll have to enroll for
Plans to choose from in most
Part B through the Social Security
counties in Colorado. Downsides
Your options
Administration (https://ssa.gov).
to Advantage Plans include netbegin where
You can do this as early as 3
work limitations, pre-authorizamonths prior to your birth
tions and referrals, and higher
Medicare
month, and your coverage and
out-of-pocket costs up to an
leaves off.
premium charges will begin the
annual max when services are
first day of your birth month. If
utilized.
you want, you can wait as long as 3 months folSpending the time to consult with an indelowing your birthday to enroll in Part B without pendent professional to familiarize yourself
penalty, but better not to delay. Medicare Parts A with the options in your area is well worth your
& B cover about 80% of most medical expenses, time because there are a lot of moving parts, and
not including prescriptions. Your options begin what you choose (or don’t) will affect you. The
where Medicare leaves off.
best part is, a broker’s services are free to conTo make up for what Parts A & B don’t cover, sumers. We specialize in helping seniors underyou can enroll in either a Medicare Supplement stand their options so they can feel confident
Plan or a Medicare Advantage Plan (Part C). they are covering their bases and choosing the
Supplement/Medigap Plans work with Original right coverage to suit their needs and budget.
Medicare, and these plans essentially fill in the We are sensitive to the risks of in-person meet20% gap in coverage Medicare leaves. Benefits ings for vulnerable populations, and we will
of choosing one of the popular Medigap Plans continue offering video meetings via Zoom
include being able to see any doctor in the U.S. throughout 2020 as needed or preferred. If we
who accepts Medicare (and most do), you don’t can be an asset to you, we’d love to help. Please
need prior authorizations or referrals, and after give us a call!
your premium and perhaps some low copays
or deductibles (depending on the plan you
Ed and Dana Regalado are certified brokers.
choose), everything is covered. Some downTheir office is located at 27945 Meadow Drive,
Evergreen, CO 80439. They can be reached at
sides include an additional monthly premium
303-674-1945 or send an email to:
on top of Part B, and Medicare Supplement
edregalado46@gmail.com.
Plans do not include prescription coverage.
You’ll need to additionally enroll in a Medicare
Part D, Prescription Drug Plan (PDP).

“

We’d love to hear what you have to say!
Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.
[ Deadline is the 16th of Month.]

”

“I wanted to be a nurse since 8th grade when I watched a video of infant brain surgery. I
have been working in home health and hospice since 2004 and never want to do anything
else. I love that I can spend as much time as a patient and their family needs. When I
worked in a hospital I was lucky if I had five minutes with a patient; working for Mount
Evans I have spent five hours with a patient and not been questioned why.
“COVID-19 has impacted how I care for my patients. In order to protect my patients
from possible exposure, I am no longer able to do as many in-home visits. I can’t hold my
patients’ hands (without wearing gloves) or give them a hug; these small things can mean
so much to a patient (and to their nurse). The smiles I get remind me why I love my job.
Home health and hospice is a field that requires you to be ready for anything and adapt
when you need to; this pandemic is just another one of those times.”

”

BY DANA REGALADO

Our July theme
is Art!

“

“

— E V E R G R E E N H E A LT H I N S U R A N C E —

stories are contributed by local residents to inspire
healthy living, happy families, and community giving.

I wanted to be a nurse
since 8th grade. I have
been working in home
health and hospice since
2004 and never want to
do anything else.

2:30 in the morning, and of
next morning, Jason tells me that
course I’m awake. I never sleep
around that same time in the night
much when I’m out “Squatching.”
he heard three distinct footsteps
going past his tent — crunch,
I mean, I came all that way just
crunch, crunch — heading in
to hear a Sasquatch up close and
my direction. The location we’d
personal…so who’d waste the
chosen was certainly remote. I
night sleeping?? Might as well
had to park my truck down below
stay at home if getting a good
next to the main dirt road, and
night’s sleep is the goal. Besides,
Jason and the other guys came
I couldn’t find my sleeping pad
down the mountain in a Jeep to
in my rush to leave the house, so
pick me up. The ride back up
I’m sleeping on the ground pretty
to our campsite was worth the
much. Yeah, sleep is over-rated,
You never know whole trip! Holy Sh… bananas!
at least for tonight. I’ve set up my
4WD road (If you can call
recorder inside my tent, hangif or when one of That
it that) had a pucker factor that
ing from a little hook up in the
our hairy cousins was off the charts. The last time
corner, and I’ve got an external
experienced that familiar bun
mic going out the front zipper
will decide to check Isqueeze
was when my friend Phil
and attached to the top of the
out our campsite, drove his Razer (with me in it) UP
tent. We haven’t set up any camthe one-way track leading down
eras, as past experience tells us
so be ready.
Red Cone Pass. I had one leg out
that Sasquatch somehow knows
the difference between a game camera and an of the vehicle, ready to bail if he stalled out halfaudio recorder. Don’t ask me to explain it, ‘cause way up. It was bad enough coming down, and
I can’t. If there’s a camera set up in the campsite, now I know why they made that road ONE WAY!
they just won’t come in. I know, I know — how Anyway, I digress. So our night was more or less
convenient, you say. Whatever. I dare you to uneventful, as far as Squatching goes. Of course,
come out on an overnight Squatching expedition you never know if or when one of our hairy couswith me, and then we’ll talk. Everyone’s an arm- ins will decide to come check out our campsite,
chair expert until it comes to actually going out so you just have to always be ready. All in all it
looking for Sasquatch in the middle of the night. was a great couple of days, and after being in
“I uh, I, you know… I’m unfortunately not free quarantine for six weeks, we were all experiencthat night. Maybe next year sometime?”
ing cabin fever and glad to get out in the woods
I swear I can hear something moving quietly again. That’s all for this episode of Sasquatch
just outside my tent. Even on the recorder the Chronicles. Come on down to Bailey and check
next day I can hear the soft sound of the grass out our store and museum. We’re open!!
crunching underfoot. Carefully; quietly. Then
the silence was interrupted by a loud fart, right
Come by and check out the store and museum
outside my tent. At 2:30 am. What the _____?
for yourself! 149 Main Street in Bailey. Open
That was WAY too close to have been one of the
every day. You can contact us by writing to:
info@sasquatchoutpost.com
other guys in the camp. Their tents are 30 – 40
feet away from mine. Well, THAT’S a first! The

”
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Puppy Training: Tips and Tricks
BY BRIDGET ROCHE, DVM
With quarantine and lockdown measures in
place, it seems like everyone has a little extra time
on their hands. Because of this, there has been an
increase in adoptions across the board, which is
great! Those dogs definitely needed homes, and
now they’ve got a real shot at happiness with
their new owners. Unfortunately for our adopted
dogs, statistically the number one reason they are
returned to the shelter is due to behavioral issues.
That’s why it is so important that training starts
the moment your new furry friend steps into your
home . A few months of hard work on your part
sets you and your canine friend up for a lifetime
of success.
Here are a few tips / tricks that will hopefully
help with training your perfect pet!
1. The Dreaded Potty Training:
For any type of training, you want to set your
puppy / new dog up to have successes and not failures. There is a ridiculously small window (only
a few seconds) where you can correct improper
behavior. If that window is missed, the dog will
not know that he / she has done anything wrong
and may very well continue doing that action.
This fully applies when trying to potty train
your pet. Every time they have an accident in the
house unobserved, it sets you back in training.
For new dogs, we recommend that they are
never left unsupervised for the first month or
so. That means that they are either attached to
you via a leash while you are home or in their
crate while you are not. This ensures that you
are catching them each and every time they try
and have an accident in the house, and you can
correct them immediately (pick them up, bring
them outside, and reward them for going outside). It also helps to bring your new pup outside every 2 hours and reward them for going to

A few months of hard work
on your part sets you and
your canine friend up for a
lifetime of success.
the bathroom outdoors. This should have your
pet potty trained in no time! It also helps curb
any other undesirable behaviors (chewing shoes/
sofas etc.), though “baby proofing” your house
for new furry family members is not a bad idea
either. Remember: encouraging success, not failure, is the goal in training!
2. Educating and Eating: Make your puppy
work for his / her meals!
Eventually, it will be fine to just set a food bowl
down for your dog. But when you have a new
puppy/dog in the house, meal time is another
opportunity for training and bonding. You can
take the time and have your dog earn each and

every kibble they get. It strengthens your bond,
teaches your dog to watch you for cues, and is
a great training time for learning sit, stay, not to
jump up, and any other tricks you want your pet
to know.
3. Socialization, From 3 Weeks to 3 Months
This is the golden period for our dogs, where we
should try to get them around as many new dogs,
people, and situations as possible. Older dogs can
also benefit from socialization; it just may take
a little longer and require more patience. But
socializing your dog is important, to make sure
they are comfortable in new places and know
how to interact with new people and animals in a
fear-free manner.
Socialization is difficult right now with quarantine / lockdown still in place. But it’s also difficult because puppies are not fully protected
against parvo virus and distemper virus until
they are nearly 4 months old. My advice is to
avoid areas with high dog traffic, such as dog
parks. Instead, set up play dates with friends’
and family’s pets that you know are vaccinated
and healthy. And I should stress, the name of the
game is POSITIVE interactions. If your pup gets
overwhelmed or frightened, it actually sets you
back in socialization. Pick calm experiences in
the beginning, calm dogs, quiet new places, and
you can build up from there. Oh, and make sure
to bring lots of treats!
These are just a few recommendations to help
you and your new (or old) dog get started with
training. If you are interested in learning more,
these methods were pulled straight from Dr.
Sophia Yin’s book Perfect Puppy in 7 Days: How to
Start Your Puppy Off Right. It is a quick and easy
read, and it helped me a ton with my new pup!
Best of luck!

Evergreen Animal Hospital is open 365 days a year for urgent care, emergency, and general practice needs. Hours: Weekdays 7am – 9pm, Sat.
and Sun.: 7am – 7pm. Please feel free to contact us anytime with questions at 303-674-4331 or stop in for a tour and to meet our staff.

DIFFERENT?
$118,000 Donated
to Local Nonprofits
Each month, Your Mountain
Connection donates to a local
nonprofit. It is our way of
helping to build community.
It also is our pleasure! We
invite all caring businesses to
advertise in our publication.
Celebrate making a difference!
It could be contagious!

CALL
303-674-3701
TO ADVERTISE

— EQUILANE LENDING, LLC —

— CLINICAL HYPNOTHERAPY —

Mortgage Rules

Hypnosis for Permanent Weight Loss

A Quick COVID-19 Look Back

Can it Work Over the Phone?

BY WANDA NORGE, MORTGAGE CONSULTANT

BY STEVE AXTELL

I am thankful to be part of the
not make sense to do those refimortgage industry that has been
nances. Self-employed income
able to help people during this
was being reviewed on a casechallenging time.
by-case basis (essential or not
You may be considering taking
essential), suspended totally, or
advantage of these historic low
recalculating qualifying income
interest rates with a new home
to reduce it by 25%. Additional
purchase or refinancing your
reserves were being required.
mortgage to lower the monthly
Rental income that normally was
payment, consolidate debt, shave
used as qualifying income was
off years of payments, or pull cash
suspended. Some companies
out for a reserve cushion or to
stopped doing investment propinvest elsewhere that earns more.
erty loans. Bank statement and
Things have been “business as
As a mortgage other specialty loans were sususual” for the mortgage induspended. Jumbo lenders increased
broker, it is great rates dramatically or suspended
try, and I say that with “tongue
in cheek”! We normally see rule
them. FHA and VA “streamline”
to have many
and guideline changes as Fannie
loans that normally don’t verify
companies to
Mae, Freddie Mac, VA, FHA, and
income were requiring income
Jumbo lenders. However, there
verification. Lock restrictions
choose
from.
has been a huge amount of churn
were imposed by some lenders
with mortgage guidelines that came fast and furi- that would not allow a loan to be locked unless
ous — as the COVID-19 related mandates were the file was completely underwritten.
initially happening! Some people did get caught
Additional paystubs and bank statements had
up in loan turndowns or denials due to this.
to be provided up to closing. Verbal verifications
By the time you read this, most or hopefully of employment were required PRIOR to generatall temporary restrictions put in place have been ing final loan documents and AGAIN the day the
or will be removed. If you did get caught up in loan funded on refinances.
something prohibiting a purchase or refinance,
Things got very interesting when county recordcheck in again!
ing offices announced closures. Documentation
Here’s a quick review of items that may have from title companies that showed they were still
impacted your situation. Not all mortgage com- recording final loan documents was required, or
panies put these same things in place. As a mort- some lenders would not fund the loans.
gage broker, it is great to have many companies
If you got caught in any of these temporary
to choose from on where to put a loan.
restrictions, please check back for the most
We saw higher credit score requirements. recent updates. For those who filed for or are in
Some lenders eliminated “cash out” refinances forbearance, those guidelines are being updated
or made the pricing adjustments so high it did frequently.

“

”

Wanda Norge, Mortgage Consultant (NMLS: 280102), Certified Divorce Lending Professional
(CDLP), National Association of Divorce Professionals (NADP) Denver Chapter Leadership Team.
Equilane Lending, LLC (NMLS: 387869), 17 yrs exp, 22 yr Evergreen resident.
Phone: 303-419-6568, loans@wandanorge.com, www.wandanorge.com

With Steve’s help, I lost over 100lbs. It didn’t happen overnight,
“but
it’s gone for good. I think and feel so very differently now.
”
— Diana, California
Well, it has certainly worked
corrupted. That fundamental
for me! I’m Steve Axtell, Board
truth is simple…“Food is Fuel”.
Certified in Clinical Hypnotherapy,
The problem is that from our
and over 20 years ago, I weighed
earliest days, we learn to associ65 pounds more than I do now. I
ate food with love, with comfort,
took the weight off using hypnosis,
with security. We associate food
and it has stayed off. Back then, I
with reward and punishment.
couldn’t climb a flight of stairs
We learn to use food as a way
without being completely winded.
to numb emotional pain, to deal
I felt terrible, and I was exhausted
with stress, and to relieve boreall the time. Now I hike, climb
dom. We are programmed to have
14ers, scuba dive, and live my life
an unhealthy relationship with
fully. At 72 years of age, I am in
food, based on emotions. And we
great shape, and take no medicaHypnosis helped eat too much of the wrong stuff.
tions. And now, I help many other
We must overcome this faulty
me change my
people do the same.
programming and get back to the
We all know that diets do not whole relationship basic program, “Food is Fuel,” if
work. Diets can only result in a
we are to expect to enjoy perma“yo-yo” loss and gain of weight that to food. Now I eat to nent weight loss. Hypnotherapy
is so frustrating and discouraging.
the perfect tool for establishing
live, not live to eat isa healthy
So, what DOES work?
relationship to food for
and I feel great!
All forms of life on Earth
the rest of your life, by changing
understand that food is fuel.
programming. Think
— Tammy, CO unhealthy
“Food is Fuel” is the primary
about it: if you only related to
program regarding food and eating behavior. All food as fuel, would you have a weight issue?
life holds this program at the deepest and most
I always provide a consultation at no cost, in
fundamental of levels. Food is Fuel.
order to determine if hypnosis is right for you.
Humans, however, have out-smarted the perAnd YES, the work I do is very effective over
fect knowledge that we were born with…out- the phone!. I have worked very successfully
smarted the instinctual understanding about how with many clients from all over the world, for
to relate to food in healthy ways. From the day of many years.
our birth, we begin to have the fundamental truth

“

”

Call me Now! You can lose weight, forever!!! I’ll get you in for a free consultation as soon as
I can. Please feel free to call me, and we can discuss your needs and how my approach can
work for you. I’m always happy to personally talk with you.
Steve Axtell • 303-250-5138 Axtell Hypnosis Center • www.AxtellHypnosisCenter.com
A+ rated Gold Star Better Business Bureau Member Helping People for 45 Years!
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Aspen Park • Bailey • Conifer • Evergreen • Kittredge • Pine

285 Pizza Pies • 303-838-5354
All-Phase Plumbing & Heating
303-838-7204
The Barber Stop • 303-674-2257
Black Hat Cattle Co. • 303-670-0941
Bonnie Smith • 303-816-2013
Colorado Furniture • 303-838-4667
Conifer Radio • 303-514-9188
Creative Interiors Design • 303-758-5800
Delwood Square Liquors • 303-838-0484
Everso • 303-356-8691
Grant Automotive • 303-697-0225
Rolling Ridge • 303-670-4919
Sunrise Solutions • 303-816-6337
Village Gourmet • 303-670-0717

MOUNTAIN CONNECTION | Stories are contributed by local residents to inspire healthy living, happy families, and community giving. Deadline is the 16th of each month. Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.

Put your money where your
is...
Local!

Shop

To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by
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CELEBRATING OUR FIRST YEAR!

The Barber Stop — A Year
In the Heart of Evergreen
BY JOURDAIN JONES

“Welcome to
The Barber Stop.”
If you have met Lisa,
Tobi, Kellie, or Kristin and
have had the pleasure of
receiving a haircut from
any of them, you have
heard those words.

W

“

grateful to be a part of this amazing community and to be able to
celebrate one year in business. We
look forward to many more years
serving Evergreen. To celebrate,
we want to honor Evergreen’s residents and business owners. We
will be awarding one resident of
Evergreen with free haircuts for a
year. Any haircut or service purchased in the month of June will
qualify you to win. You can also nominate someone in the community for this award. We want
to celebrate this beautiful city and its wonderful
residents by giving back. We could never possibly repay the kindness and welcome we have
received over this past year, but we intend to
try. To promote the safety of our community, we
have implemented specific sanitation procedures
as well, implementing an online appointment
software. You can now make an appointment on
our Facebook page as well as our website. We
are working by appointment only, but we have
plenty of them available. Please don’t hesitate to
STOP ON BY!

We want to
celebrate this
beautiful city
and its wonderful
residents by
giving back.

e took over for Lee back in May of
2019, and looking back, it’s hard to
believe a whole year has already gone
by. As with any business, there have been ups and
downs, but we have enjoyed every minute of it.
We’ve worked hard to provide a unique experience for every client by providing services for
women and children as well as men. We make
professional hair services fun, affordable and
available to the whole family. You can expect to
be treated like family and welcomed back any
time. This COVID-19 pandemic has made us
realize how much we love seeing all the smiling faces of our little mountain town. We are so

”

The Barber Stop • Fully Licensed Cosmetologist and Barber at Your Service
thebarberstopevergreen.com • Phone: 303-674-2257 • Email: lisa@thebarberstopevergreen.com
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Pics and Poets page

WINDAGE

That Kind of Man

BY MARK D. KILBURN | SPRING 2020

SONG BY JEFF SMITH

The winds in these hills
make an eerie sea-sound
while mimicking groans of great oceans.
Gusting wild and free
batters boulder and tree
has no reason, no rhyme, no emotions…

Chased our weeks with its wrath
skeletal years mark its path
stealing inches from mightiest mountain
centuries gone in thin air
western winds never care
laughing all the way through to Wisconsin

I’ll be there when you want me
I’ll be gone if you don’t
I’ll be there if you will
and I’ll be there if you won’t
I’ll be there just for you just wait and see
That’s the kind of man I want to be.

I’ll tell you that I love you
I will tell you that I care
I’ll tell you not to worry
I’ll always be right there
I’ll tell you that my love is real and free
That’s the kind of man I want to be.

Hastens in from the west
borne from Pacific unrest
whistling eastward past southern Alaska.
Once finally here
always ferries our fear
hurtling winter’s call into Nebraska.

I wish I could say
it blew troubles away
all of mine would be east of Missouri
and there they would stay
for the rest of my days
minding not, when the cold winds come early.

I’ll listen when you whisper
I’ll listen if you cry
I’ll listen when you’re with me
Or if you say goodbye
I’ll be there just to show you that you’re free
That’s the kind of man I want to be

I’ll be there if you deceive me
With someone that I know
I’ll be there just believe me
I’ll try to let it go
I’ll be there if you’ll just believe in me
Cuz, that’s the kind of man I want to be.

Then through the Midwest
with diminishing zest
faded breezes now enter Virginia
it surely must feel
while wind loses all zeal,
like you do, when the whole worlds against ya.

From the golden coast shore
borne of maritime’s roar
stealing strength while crossing Wyoming.
Prefers old hobo-ghost trails
sings their songs while it wails
so their souls can forever keep roaming...

Always best not to fight
devil winds of the night
hunker down, stay safe, until morning
Sly coyotes all know
why these western winds blow
echo-howling our cold wintry warning

The wind in these hills
sings the songs of the sea
blowing days, like they’re waves,
on great oceans...
Wind’s the wildest horse
follows not a set course
has no reason, no rhyme, no emotion...

From Oregon’s westernmost coast
blows both bluster and boast
heading into Nevadan box canyon.
Grows towards gale from just gust
wails such frigid mistrust
the loneliest cowboy’s companion.

My name is Mark D. Kilburn, I am 63 and have been widowed for a year and a half. Because of so
many losses I was unable to write poetry until the last few weeks. I am excited to have started again.
I had a book published in 2012 about the Lakota Sioux and have had many poems published in
Colorado magazines as well. I have been writing poetry since the 1980s.

It’s hard to put into words how the mountains make me feel.
“Free
and joyful, yet at the same time very small and humble.
They break you down and lift you up. They push you to the limit
of what you think you can do, and past that. Only once you’ve
pushed beyond what you thought you could do, do you know
how much strength you have inside yourself.
— Mira Paul

I’ve made many mistakes over the years
and I guess I’ll probably make many more
I hope I’ve learned something
through all the tears
and I won’t walk out the door — again

THE NEW WIND-PROOF ROOF
BY MICHAEL BRAME, VALORROOFANDSOLAR.COM

L

It’s Summer
BY JEFF SMITH

It’s summer you know
Starting with the rain and hail
Inching its way towards the heat
Leaving the new growth of spring behind
Outdoors now
Hiking, camping, fishing
Seeing more people than in winter
Noticing and enjoying the sun more
Feeling the warmth

Still looking for someone
To dream with
To be with in the heartbreak of fall
And lose them again

And the festivals
Are everywhere in the mountains
And the run-off is big
And the ground is damp
And the rivers run strong

But for now
It’s summer you know
A time for fun outdoors with kids
And fishing poles
And cloudless days

“Up here in the mountain areas, we must consistently deal with higher than average wind speeds.”

iving in the Mountain Connection area,
how often have you seen or heard of someone having wind damage to their property?
How many people do you know who have had a
tree blow down? Or even more frequently, how
many people do you know who have had shingles blow off their roof? Up here in the mountain areas, we must consistently deal with higher
than average wind speeds. We probably all know
someone who has experienced this event or similar circumstances, and most of us have probably
experienced this phenomenon on our property as
well.
So, the natural reaction is to worry and debate
about what to do about it. Do you file an insurance claim....should you? shouldn’t you? What are
the pros and cons? Is it worth the hassle? On the
other hand, this is your home, which is likely
your most valuable asset. That is why you have
been paying for insurance all those years in the
first place, right?? The obvious question though
is, “Is there enough damage to even qualify for
an insurance claim?” Or, “should I just pay someone to repair the roof instead?” Either way you are
spending time and money to get the issue resolved.
You do not need to feel this way. There is a
better long-term solution.
Wouldn’t it be nice if there were a shingle that
was guaranteed not to blow off your roof? And if
by some chance it did blow off, then the manufacturer would be on the hook to cover the expense,
instead of wasting money on costly repairs or
another insurance deductible? Well sure, that

sounds great, but how much
architectural shingle! This is an
more money would THAT cost?
absolute GAME CHANGER for
Such a great question.
the roofing world!
Valor Roof and Solar has
How in the heck can GAF
some great news for you. GAF,
create and back a product with
an American company and the
an UNLIMITED wind warworld’s largest roofing manranty? This sounds too good
ufacturer, as well as a powerto be true, right? Well, there
house leader in innovation for
is a catch. The roof must be
the roofing industry, has done
installed by a certified GAF
it again! They have reinvented
“Master Elite” installer. What
the world’s number 1 selling
does that mean to you? Well,
shingle, the Timberline HD. It
GAF only lets between 1%-2%
has been upgraded and is now
of the contractors in a regional
This shingle is
called the Timberline HDZ
market achieve and maintain
GUARANTEED
shingle!
“Master Elite” status. These
When installed by a GAF
contractors have been chosen
to never blow off
“Master Elite” contractor with
and backed as one of their top
your roof!!
either the Silver Pledge or
tier contractors. “Master Elite”
Golden Pledge warranties (10- and 25-year contractors have been heavily vetted by GAF to
workmanship warranties respectively), this shin- represent them and their product, having proven
gle is GUARANTEED to never blow off your roof! themselves the most capable and trusted installIt has the world’s first ever “WindProven™” ers of GAF shingles, and allowing them to install
INFINITE WIND SPEED PROTECTION wind the greatest shingle warranties in the world. Valor
warranty. It uses GAF’s new patented “Layerlock” Roof and Solar is, in fact, one of only 50 or so
technology, which mechanically fastens the “Master Elite” installers in the Colorado market.
When we are done installing your roof, you will
common bond between overlapping shingle
layers. Ladies and gentlemen, I am telling you be able to sleep well, knowing that you NEVER
that once these shingles seal, they are locked have to worry about wind damage to your roof
together so tight it is amazing! The best part? again! If you have not had one of our expert projThis shingle is a direct replacement to the old ect managers out to perform a complimentary
Timberline HD shingle and does not cost you any inspection on your roof, it is time to take action.
more than normal. It is the same price as a regular Either way, It’s worth a look, that’s for sure!

“

”

During the tough times that we are currently
enduring, Valor Roof and Solar wants to go a step
further and offer you a free digital color photo
report on the current status of your roof. We will
provide this detailed report to you and an extra
copy for your insurance company if needed. This
way if you end up having a wind or hail event in
the next few years, you will have on file the current
status of your roof. This can also potentially help
your insurance company, so underwriting has
proof your roof was in good shape based on our
time-stamped and dated report produced at the
time of our inspection. We can provide all of our
inspection services as “contact free” as you would
like. As always, we here at Valor Roof and Solar are
here to help you with any of your roofing or solar
needs. We want to help your insurance company,
your agent and the community! Call us anytime
to get your free digital color photo report on the
current status of your roof today! Michael Brame,
Valor Roof and Solar 303-647-3551

Cover Artist
Douglas Wodark

Hope is light in this world. It chases out the dark, fearful
“
corners. May we ignite hope and light, and let the light be what
spreads far and wide and deep in these uncertain times.
”

Cowboys and Indians fascinated me as a little boy,
“
and I guess I have not grown up that much, as they still do.

”

The raw beauty of a Western landscape and those that have called it
home give me all the challenge I need to tell a story with paint.
— Douglas Wodark

”

D

I determined to live my life more fully
“
by doing what I really loved — creating art.
— Douglas Wodark
Photo by Mira Paul • www.mirapaul.weebly.com • Facebook @mira.paul.7

Mount Evans by Julie Leidel • www.thebungalowcraft.com
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ouglas Wodark has two passions in life:
his family and his art. His fascination
with art and its impact on his life are
evidenced by his unique and powerful body of
work. Intent on capturing the exact shade of
color and nuance of figure, Douglas loses himself
in his painting, often working through the night
in order to bring his art to life.
After completing his bachelors degree in
History at the University of Northern Colorado,
Douglas spent the first ten years of his professional career in marketing. In 1988, Douglas took
a one-year sabbatical to travel the world. The
experience proved to be a turning point in his
art, as well as his life. Always his passion, art had
been afforded only the time of a treasured hobby.
He returned with the conviction to live life fully
by doing what he really loved — creating art as
a career. Douglas’ conviction proved worthwhile.
An attraction to and knack for using strong
color brought Douglas to a style with a definite
Western bent. His subject matter, the Native
American warrior and the great American

cowboy, provide unending inspiration. Currently,
his work centers on riders placed in traditional
Western landscapes shot through with unexpected vibrance created by his masterful use of
light and color. Douglas attributes his fascination
and kinship with his subjects to a similarity in
values — a strong sense of family, innate value of
all things in nature, the perception of life as a
magical journey of adventures, and a rugged individualism. Most importantly, Douglas’ paintings
speak strongly for themselves. An often haunting soulfulness abides in his work, along with a
moving sense of peace. His pieces are undeniably
powerful and creative works of art that make
themselves felt wherever they are shown.
Douglas currently lives in Castle Rock,
Colorado, with his wife, Heidi, and their two
children, Zane and Zia. He has been fortunate
enough to realize his dream of having a successful career as an artist. His work can be found at
various galleries throughout the Southwest.
See more at DouglasWodark.com
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We’re all
in this
TOGETHER.

FATHER’S DAY EVERGREEN
RODEO AND PARADE — POSTPONED
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No Worries!

In an abundance of caution and respect for the
health of our community, contestants and volunteers, the Evergreen Rodeo Board of Directors
announce that the Rodeo and Parade have been
postponed to August 22 & 23, 2020.

Getting Ready for the
2020 Wildfire Season
BY JOHN VAN DOREN

A

BE KIND
and help
neighbors
if you can.

BY GARY LOFFLER
Some interesting notes from the Colorado
Transcript (Golden’s long-running newspaper) about the Evergreen Rodeo: The 1927
article talks about a rodeo in Evergreen
as part of a Wild West Show at Troutdale,
which was likely the Troutdale in the Pines
resort. The 1948 paper notes that this is the
second annual Evergreen Rodeo; in fact,
there were events held prior to that year, but
1947 is when the event went professional.

PRACTICE
PATIENCE.
CHECK IN
with friends
and family.

THRILLS AND SPILLS AT
EVERGREEN RODEO
Thousands See Annual Event;
One Rider Injured as He Jumps from Bronco

Staunton Park
Colorado’s Newest State Park
BY GARY LOFFLER
PHOTO BY GARY LOFFLER

I

n May of 2013, Colorado’s newest
State Park opened. Staunton Park is
located on land donated by Frances
Staunton. Her father Archibald and
mother Rachel were both physicians.
Rachel Staunton was not the first
female doctor in Colorado; she was
preceded by Justina Ford and Susan
Anderson, both of whom struggled
gaining acceptance. Those struggles
may have made Rachel’s path easier
when the couple arrived in Denver
in the early 1900s. Originally they
had planned to move to California
from West Virginia, but a stopover
in Colorado convinced them to
settle there. The doctors practiced in
Denver, and in 1918 they purchased
80 acres in the Elk Falls area. Over the
next dozen years they expanded the
ranch through purchases and homesteading, until they owned a total of
1,720 acres that would eventually be
donated to the State of Colorado.
It is fitting that the land is open
to the public now, as the Staunton
family leased cabins to various
groups, including the Girl Scouts
and the Lazy V Ranch for Boys.
These groups offered Denver youths
a chance to spend some time out of
the city in a bucolic setting; The Lazy
V in particular was aimed at disadvantaged boys. Some of the cabins
used for these outings are still standing and can be viewed at the park.
After Frances’ death in 1989, the land was
willed to the State of Colorado, but many years
would pass before the park could be completed.
For starters, there was no direct access to the
ranch. Additional purchases were made, and
in 2013 the park was opened to the public.
Construction is still going on, as additional
trails are being added and a campsite is nearing
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required the land
“Ms.‘be Staunton
preserved in perpetuity,
for public benefit, as a natural
wilderness-type park…typifying
Colorado’s most beautiful mountain
forest and meadow region.’

”

completion. There are a variety of trails ranging from easy walkways to steep, technical trails
that hug the valley walls. A trackchair program
has been set up at the park that allows wheelchair-bound and disabled individuals a chance
to visit the wilderness.
The Davis Pond Trail, at 2.5 miles long, is an
easy hike to two ponds where fishing is available.

The Mason Creek Trail will lead you
to the Bear Paw Trail, which features
three overlooks of the Front Range.
This is a longer, more difficult hike
of over five miles. Elk Falls is about a
10–14 mile round trip from the parking lot, depending on whether you
stay on the main trail or tackle the
more technical hikes that loop up and
through the valley walls. Mountain
bikes are welcome, but consult your
trail maps, as some trails are hikers
only. Rock climbing is also available,
though some areas may be closed off
during raptor nesting season. The
Park Rangers and volunteers will be
available to answer any questions
about trail access and conditions.
In addition to the usual assortment
of Colorado wildlife, Staunton Park
is home to marmots near the Elk
Falls Lake area. Marmots are known
to laze about in the sun and are often
referred to by the nickname of whistle pig. While whistle pigs normally
are not found at this relatively low
altitude, Staunton Park has an area of
microclime that mimics the animal’s
normal ecology. There is an “Adopta-Marmot” stewardship program to
help raise money to keep their habitat safe. To learn more about our
Staunton Park marmots, read the
article “Don’t Confuse Raymond with
Phil” by Mary Beth Carpenter on page
22 of this issue.

Daily Vehicle Pass: $9
Annual Pass: $80 (affixed) or $120 (hang tag)
Aspen Leaf Annual Pass (64+): $70
See event schedule and details at
cpw.state.co.us/placestogo/parks/staunton.

July 7, 1927 | Colorado Transcript
Vivid pages from the picturesque history
of the Old West were unfolded before the
eyes of thousands of spectators at Evergreen
Sunday and Monday when Troutdale staged
a two day wild west show with rodeo program replete with thrills, spills and chills
that gave the crowd an abundance of
anticipated entertainment. Reminiscent of
the days when the cowboy was king, the
saddle his throne and lariat his scepter, the
Evergreen rodeo provided a whirlwind of
action —clever and daring, yet not without its accidents. A. W. Mackey of Critchell,
intrepid rider of that section of the county,
had his right leg fractured when he leaped
from his bucking bronco that threatened to
crash into fence. In assisting him to Denver
for treatment, traffic officer Alexander of
Denver was bruised when his motorcycle
overturned at curve in Bear Creek canon.
Although all the events proved interesting, the bucking contests were outstanding
in their display of skill and daring. Col.
Harris had a live bunch of untamed, bucking horses that gave the rodeo fans many
thrills as they made the going hot for their
riders. The entire galaxy of events — fast
horse racing, steer riding, wild cow milking, bulldogging, and all the rest, were
rodeo fan thrillers.
August 5th, 1948 | Colorado Transcript
Evergreen’s second annual rodeo, “The
Big Show in the High Hills,” sponsored
by the Evergreen Chamber of Commerce,
the Buffalo Bill Saddle Club and VFW Post
No. 3471, will open Friday, August 6, for
a three-day celebration. The festivities will
open with cowboy parade at 10 am from
the Hi-Wan ranch through the town of
Evergreen to the rodeo grounds, located five
miles from the Tepees on Highway 68.
Nine rodeo events are scheduled daily for
the three days, with the grand entry beginning at 2 pm each day, with Betty Thorne,
1948 rodeo queen, taking part, along with
Director Herb Wallower, Jr., president of
The Evergreen Rodeo Association; John
Ratcliff, vice president; Carl Herzman,
secretary; Bob Ashford, treasurer; and Jay
Bryant, arena director. Cowboys participating In the Frontier Days’ rodeo at Cheyenne,
Wyoming, and the Mile-Hi Stampede at
Monte Vista, Colo., have signed up to
enter the Evergreen bronc busting events
and share in the $600 daily purse. Grand
prize will be given for the best all-around
cowboy of the show.
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Did you miss something in a past issue of Your Mountain Connection? Want to
revisit an article or featured artist? Not a problem! You can now download full
versions of our past issues on our web site at: yourmtnconnection.com.
We will have the current issue and four back issues available. Enjoy...again!

s the weather begins to warm, now is the
time to get ready for the 2020 fire season.
Since the greatest threats our homes face
are fire brands and embers from a fire that can
blow in from up to a mile away, step one is to
remove ignition sources from around your home.
1) Pine Needles
a. Remove needles from your gutters.
b. 
Remove any needles that have collected
on your roof. Typically, they collect in
the roof valleys and against roof-to-wall
intersections.
c. Rake any needles that have collected within
five feet of your home. To increase the
margin of safety, rake and remove needles
out to 30 feet.
2) Firewood
a. 
Firewood should be stored at least 30
feet from your home, deck, and any
outbuildings.
3) Other Flammables
a. 
The most important zone around your
home is 0 to 5 feet.
b. 
Nothing flammable should be growing
or stored in this zone, including anything
under your deck, including ATVs, lawnmowers, and snowmobiles.
Step two is to review and update your personal
evacuation plan.
1) Sign up on the Park County website (Code
Red) to receive emergency notifications.
a. If your older children have mobile phones,
have them sign up as well, and create an
evacuation plan for those children in the
event you will be away from home or
separated.

2) Know what roads you will use to evacuate,
and possible safe zones in the event those roads
become blocked.
3) Make a plan to accommodate the evacuation
of your animals and pets.
4) Assemble an evacuation “Go” kit. Your kit may
include:
a. 
Prescription medications and/or devices.
Pet medications.
b. First aid supplies.
c. 
Important documents (paper versions or
thumb drives).
d. Electronics (phones, tablets, laptops) and
charging cables.
e. Extra clothes and personal hygiene items.
f. Your family evacuation plan.
5) Maintain situational awareness. Use your own
judgment. Don’t delay; if you think it’s time to go,
you’re probably right.
REMEMBER:
The need to evacuate can occur anytime,
day or night. Be prepared to evacuate
quickly and safely.

For more information about wildfire
preparedness information for your home or
business go to www.fireadaptedbailey.org

A Skeptic’s View
Getting Good Advice
BY GARY LOFFLER

dismissing the advice of a doctor, or scientist, or car mechanic,
“Before
remember how you feel when someone questions your expertise.
”
There is a lot of good advice
available on the Internet. It is a
great source when you are looking for an answer to an obscure
tech question or instruction on
how to perform a specific task.

C

hances are someone somewhere has been
in a similar situation or has had the same
problem and found an answer. There are
thousands of videos on YouTube demonstrating
how to do just about everything from cooking
a meal, to throwing a Frisbee, to repairing your
car. Unfortunately there is a lot of bad advice out
there as well, some of it by well-intentioned but
misguided people, though many of the worst
websites are driven by greed and could be considered misleading or even dangerous.
Consider this scenario. A person brings their
car into an auto repair shop because it is not
running right. The mechanic runs diagnostics
on the car and determines that the catalytic converter has gone bad and needs to be replaced.
The customer then insists that they read on the
Internet that changing out the pine-scented car
air freshener with a lavender-scented one would
help. The mechanic politely says this will not
work. The customer then asks about cleansing
the fuel system by putting a few teaspoons of
vinegar in the gas tank. Again the mechanic
politely recommends against this. The customer
continues asking about alternative car maintenance techniques such as healing touch, realigning chakras, applying ultraviolet light, or painting the car a different color. When the mechanic
still insists that the car needs the broken part

have some area of expertise, something that
“theyMosthavepeople
intensely studied and know a great deal about.
”

replaced, the customer accuses them of being
part of the big auto repair conspiracy that is
trying to hide these ten simple ways to keep
your car running forever.
These fixes may sound absurd when talking
about automotive repair, but if the subject is
shifted from cars to our own health, “cures”
very similar to these, based on alternative medicine options, can be found all over the Internet,
offered up by various “healers” rather than by
trained medical professionals.

To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by

Most people have some area of expertise,
something that they have intensely studied and
know a great deal about. Some may even get paid
to dispense that knowledge in some manner.
Perhaps it is job-related, or simply a favorite
hobby, but it is something that they understand
of the intricacies of, such as the aforementioned
car repair, or perhaps computer programming,
farming, cooking, or any number of specialties. Just about everyone who has such an area
of expertise has run up against a web-educated

expert — someone who has read an article that
has not been vetted on the Internet and now
considers themselves an expert. In some cases it
can be a conversation starter. However, when a
person starts insisting that their Internet sources
are better than education and years of experience, it can feel like a personal attack.
In the IT field (they are stuck with a hopelessly
outdated acronym: Information Technology)
techs will occasionally refer to an ID-10-T error.
This is an operator error indicator. A classic
example might be spending half an hour on the
phone with tech support before you notice that
your computer is not plugged in. The problem
with calling something an ID-10-T error is that
the client with the unplugged computer is not
an idiot (ID10T). Computers are just not their
area of expertise. It is wrong for the tech to think
poorly of their client because they cannot fix a
computer problem, just as it would be wrong
for a car mechanic to think a computer tech is
an idiot for not knowing how to replace a water
pump in their car. A certain amount of mutual
respect is important in any interaction with
other people.
People who have earned degrees and spent
years studying a subject are generally going to
have a good understanding of that subject. There
is always the possibility that they are wrong,
but they are less likely to be wrong than someone with no experience and little knowledge of
the subject. Scientists and scholars are often the
target of ridicule and distrust, and this is very disturbing. Before dismissing the advice of a doctor,
or scientist, or car mechanic, remember how you
feel when someone questions your expertise.
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Colorado Legends
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Penny for your thoughts

JOHN ELWAY

Juba Takes on the Zebra
BY PENNY RANDELL

The Man Behind the Image

REPRINT COURTESY MARGO HAMILTON (FALL 2006 | ELEVATED LIVING)

my successes and learn from my failures.
“My parents taught me to enjoy—John
”
Elway

T

he mere mention of his name brings monikers to mind; Legendary NFL Quarterback,
Super Bowl MVP (most valuable player),
first Bronco inducted into the Pro Football Hall
of Fame, entrepreneur. The public has placed
John Elway on a pedestal, but behind the very
public face (and dazzling smile) is a quiet man
who doesn’t think himself a super hero.
“It’s tough being on a pedestal,” John proclaims. “The only difference between you and
me is that God gave me the gift to play football.”
The remark might seem casual on the surface,
but the meaning is deep, as is the man who utters
it. Mockers may mimic the Elway name, thinking
the man behind the image is a pompous, egotistical money-machine. Keep reading.
You might discover a different side of a man
who’s not only a legendary quarterback, but a
Colorado backer with a heart as big as the Rocky
Mountains.
Many deified this legendary Bronco quarterback who donned the number 7 on his jersey
from 1983 to 1998. “It’s nice to be looked up
to,” claims Colorado’s chosen golden child who
learned the importance of responsibility, determination and team spirit from someone he
adores, his dad. Jack Elway played quarterback
at Wash
ington State University while earn
ing
his bachelor and master’s degrees. He began his
coaching career at Port Angeles High School,
then became head football coach at Grays Harbor
College in Aberdeen, WA. John’s dad was the
assistant coach to his former high school coach,
Jack Swarthout, at the University of Montana and
later became an assistant coach at Washington
State University. At the college level, Jack Elway
held the head coaching positions at California
State University – Northridge, San Jose State
University and Stanford University.
It appears John was genetically predestined to
become a football hero. No doubt, the time Jack
spent with his son, tossing the football, pitching
the baseball or playing one-on-one b-ball in the
family driveway gifted his son with an amazing
passing arm. Jack Elway also handed off a heart
that set a firm foundation in his son that makes
John humble ... even modest about his amazing
career(s).
Of his dad, John declares him his best friend,
and adds, “My earliest childhood memories are
of Dad throwing a ball to me. I was good at baseball, basketball, and football, because of my dad.
We moved around a lot when I was young, and
there were demands on my dad’s time, but he
played with me whenever he could. I attended
many different grade schools and middle schools
until we moved to Los Angeles, where I attended
Granada Hills High School.” Jack’s strategic move
to Los Angeles availed his athletically gifted son
the opportunity to play pass-oriented football for
the Granada Hills High School Cougars. A professional football career was forming as the high
school star quarterback completed 60% of his
passes for 5,711 years and 49 touchdowns from
his freshman to senior years at Granada.
One might speculate that the high school
super-jock was a grandiose heart-throb with
an uncontainable ego, but Jack and Jan Elway
in
stilled a simple lesson that tempered John’s
pride and instilled a virtue into their son, his
twin sister Jana and older sister Lee Ann. “My
parents insisted that we ‘treat others as you wish
to be treated,”’ shares John of parents who lived
by example. “Mom and Dad were always a great
support system for me. Their love was unconditional, and it was always there for me to fall
back on. My par
ents taught me to enjoy my
successes and learn from my failures. I knew I
was a star athlete in high school, but my parents
didn’t let it go to my head. They wanted me to be
friends with everyone at school, and they kept
me grounded.”
As a boy, Dallas Cowboys’ quarterback Roger
Staubach was John’s role model. “My dad knew
Dallas Cowboys general manager Gil Brant, and
Roger was drafted by the Cowboys in 1964.
Roger inspired me when he played quarterback
for the United States Naval Academy, and I was

also impressed by
his military commitment and family
devotion.” A trait
was set in motion
from one role model
to an up-and-coming one. Roger
Staubach
was
inclined to pass,
leading
scoring
drives that led the
Cowboys to victory
in the last minutes of a nail-biting
game. He led the
Cowboys to 23 victories when they
were behind in the
fourth quarter, with
17 of the victories
coming in the last
two minutes in the
game. Role models
can obviously make
more than a lasting impression. John Elway
made football fans, even casual spectators, hold
their breath during the dramatic last few minutes
of Bronco games and Super Bowls, only to lead
Colorado’s beloved Broncos to last-second climactic victories.
A legend was in the making in 1979 as football and baseball recruiters recognized John as a
hot commodity. The Kansas City Royals did their
best to tempt the man with the mighty arm into
baseball. “I decided to accept a scholarship to
Stanford University,” John shares. He made the
NCAA (National Collegiate Athletic Association)
Division I career record books for passing
attempts and com
pletions. Graduating with a
degree in economics in 1983, John left Stanford,
taking All-American honors with him. During
his dazzling college days, John blazed Stanford’s
football stadium with an amazing record of passing 9,349 yards, which scored 77 touchdowns.
With the drive and fortitude instilled in him by
his father, John Elway’s collegiate star also shined
on the Stanford’s baseball diamond. No doubt,
days of tossing the ball with his dad in the backyard matured a boy into a man who is now a
legend.

Turning pro after
college, the NFL
and NBA vied for
the favored col
legiate athlete. The
Baltimore Colts and
New York Yankees
tempted and bribed
the
soon-to-be
superstar. The Colts
made John their
number one pick for
the 1983 draft, then
traded their rights to
the Denver Broncos,
and Colorado professional
football
was never the same.
“I was excited to
come play with the
Broncos
because
of their great tra
dition,”
John
explains.
“Coach
Dan Reeves was
a winner years before, and there were no fans
like Denver fans, who lived and died by how we
played on Sundays.”
Fresh out of college, John signed a 6-year contract with the Broncos, worth $12.7 million. The
machine of the Elway empire was on the move,
and it hasn’t stopped, but the man behind the
machine and the Elway Empire has a heart, especially when it comes to abused kids.
The Elway Foundation was initiated in 1987,
with a concentrated focus and effort to stop child
abuse. “I have four kids that I adore, and it is
beyond me how anyone could abuse a child,”
claims John. Dur
ing our conversation, John
didn’t boast of the titles he bears, but being a dad
is obviously his most cherished role. “My oldest
daughter, Jessica, is in nursing school, and my
second daughter, Jordan, is pursuing a degree
in teaching,” John proudly shares. Son Jack and
youngest daughter Juliana are still at home. “I’m
so proud of all of my kids. My time with them
has passed so quickly, and they’ve grown up so
fast. Looking back on my life, I truly appreciate
the times I had with them when they were home.
They’re basically shy and don’t crave the spotlight, but they do have a desire to help others.”

The Foundation of a Legend
John Elway is known for achieving Super Bowl-winning touchdowns and bringing two
Super Bowl trophies home to Denver. He’s created a multi-million-dollar industry within the
sports industry and beyond, based on his name and fame. Perhaps you’ve known about the
John Elway Foundation since its inception in 1987. Surely you’ve heard about, watched, or
attended The Elway Gold Classic, which was one of Denver’s most popular golf tournaments
and part of the Celebrity Players Tour. But what you might not know is that the money raised
through this annual four-day golf competition is equally divided between two local non-profit
agencies.
The Kempe Children’s Foundation is known worldwide for their research and treatment in
the prevention of child abuse. The foundation publishes training materials for parents, school
personnel, counselors, and physicians in order to help them recognize and treat issues surrounding child abuse. A therapeutic preschool helps kids who have significant developmental
delays and psychiatric problems stemming from abuse. Horne visitations, counseling, physical
and emotional support are a few of the programs available, and they are supported by the John
Elway Foundation.
Family Advocacy Care and Support (FACES) is a smaller and perhaps lesser-known nonprofit agency that shoulders a huge cause. Executive Director Debora Judish says, “FACES provides a home-visitation program that focuses on strengthening the ability of families to protect
and care for their children. We offer a variety of interventions, aimed at both prevention and
treatment of child abuse and neglect, to Denver-metro families with children between the ages
of birth and twelve years. Our staff offers counseling, parent education, advocacy, case management, consultation to others working with the families and other concrete supportive services.”
When asked what the John Elway Foundation — or the man behind the foundation — means
to FACES, Debora proclaims, “What I admire about John is that he doesn’t seek public attention about his generosity. He doesn’t use the foundation or what he does personally to sell himself, although I know without a doubt how important our work is to him. He’s the largest single
donor we have who contributes to FACES, and he does so very quietly and discreetly. Over
80% of our clients are living below poverty level. Our agency’s relationship with John Elway
and his foundation is nearing two decades. The foundation faithfully donates money, and John
gave the center a computer game for our teen program. I can’t tell you what that meant to those
kids, and what his generosity means to all of us.”

When asked what keeps the Elway children
humble when they so easily could be consumed
with conceit, John cred
its former wife Janet.
“She’s a great influence for our kids. They’re wellgrounded kids. They saw all the commotion that
surrounded me when I played with the Broncos.
They don’t desire to be in the limelight, and to
them I’m just Dad.”
For the man who has it all, John considers
being at home to be his true haven, and his relationship with God the needed spiritual strength
to endure heartaches and hardships. “There’s a
stereotype people placed on those who have
fame and fortune. I’ve had some hard times in
my life. Within the past four years my dad died
of a heart attack at age 69, my twin sister died of
lung cancer and I went through a divorce. I don’t
know how I could have coped without my faith
in God. Regardless of what you read in the headlines, I’ve had challenges in my life. It’s tough
staying positive when you’re faced with challenges. We have to search for true joy, and if we
seek God, he gives us that joy, no matter where
we are in life. Sometimes the public doesn’t see
the human side of me, my feelings and the things
going on in my life. It’s not easy being a public
image and living a personal life.”
He’s known for his incredible passes on the
football field, but John Elway passes philosophical insight to successful living. “We’re our own
worst enemies if we lack self-confidence. The
bottom line is we can’t be afraid to fail, and we
can’t let fear hold us back. We gain experience
through failure. My dad used to tell me that the
only failure is when we don’t try. We need to take
calculated risks, which are different than dumb
risks. You’ll never know success if you’re a flatliner. Life’s all about adjustment, not giving up
when faced with challenges, and continuing the
search for true joy.”
Of fame and fortune, John shares this insight:
“It seems as if there’s never a happy medium.
There’s either too little or too much. I’ve had great
opportunities, and when I knew I was going to
retire, I needed to look for the next mountain to
climb. Bronco owner, Pat Bowlen, bought a car
dealership in 1989, and he offered me a small
piece of the deal. I took an interest in learning
the business, and two years later, knowing my
football career was coming to an end, I bought
three dealerships of my own.” John brought
a team spirit into his car dealerships, the same
team spirit imparted to him by his father. John
didn’t sit in a penthouse office, checking financial reports and graphs. Nor did he stroll through
a dealership with a single question in mind, like
“How many cars did we sell today?” He considered his staff as teammates, and the consumer as
well. “My dad’s philosophy of treating others as
you’d want to be treated was how I wanted my
team at the car dealerships to treat each other
and our customers. I was a stickler to keeping
our deals honest. Word of mouth referrals were
as important to me as my own television commercials. My name and recognition might bring
people into the dealership, but the bottom line is
how the customer is treated and their car buying
experience.”
John sums up his life with one word, “gratitude. I’m grateful for the experiences I’ve had
from the moment I arrived in Colorado. I can’t
imagine living anyplace else.”
It’s easy for us armchair quarterbacks to point
a finger and judge how this superstar played his
life before us within a stadium or by what we’ve
read or watched on TV. Behind the image there
is a man, a successful man, but yet a man, who
loves to watch his kids play sports and cheer
them on.

Reprinted with the permission
of Margo Hamilton.
Read the continuation of this article
in the upcoming July edition of
Your Mountain Connection.
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Once mulling over the thousands
of choices to write about, I elected
to cling to the African continent
and zero in on one of their most
distinguished mammals. Juba the
thinking dog here, and this month
we take an in-depth study of the
African zebra.

T

hese animals live in herds, have a single
toe called a hoof, and each zebra has a
completely unique pattern of stripes.
Because they are ungulates with an odd number
of toes, they are part of one of three families
in the order Perissodactyl: Equidae (horses,
asses, and zebras), Rhinocerotidae (rhinos), and
Tapiridae (tapirs).
There are three species of zebra that live in the
wild. Grevy’s zebra (Equus grevyi), which is now
endangered, is also known as the Imperial zebra
and is the largest of the three species. This particular critter is found only in Kenya and Ethiopia.
The plains zebra (Equus quagga) is the second
species and is known as the common zebra. They
are named common because they are exactly that
and are geographically the most widespread.
The third species is the mountain zebra (Equus
zebra) and is found in all African habitats, but
as the name implies, it prefers to live in the
mountains. This guy sports a dewlap, excess skin
beneath its lower jaw or neck, which renders it
easy to identify.
And now we take a closer look and consider
stripes. Originally it was believed that zebras
were white animals with black stripes. This is
untrue, with the stripes actually white against a
black background, and some of them having a
white underbelly. As said, each zebra has its own
pattern of stripes, yet most of these markings are

typically vertical on the head
and neck and horizontal on
their legs and rear. It has been
proven that the stripes are a
measure of camouflage. Bees
are actually confused by these
patterns, and their vertical
striping may help the zebra
hide in the grasslands by disrupting its outline.
“Motion dazzle” is an effect
that may keep the zebras safer
from predators, especially
at night. In other words,
when a herd is standing or
moving closely together the
stripes can appear as one giant mass. This makes
it harder for a lion to pick out his target. There
are two visual illusions connected to this theory:
the “wagon-wheel effect,” where the perceived
motion is inverted, and the “barber pole illusion,” where the perceived motion is in a wrong
direction. Too, these stripes may help the zebra
identify each other. Although each animal has its
own design, it’s not concluded yet if zebras truly
recognize each other by their stripes.
There have been a number of experiments
regarding zebra stripes and blood-sucking tsetse
flies and tabanid horseflies. These flies prefer linearly polarized light, and black and white stripes
disrupt that attraction. One experiment showed
that when horses were covered with striped blankets, insects had a harder time landing on the
striped patterns. Another advantage of stripes
is that these may cool the animals. Convection
currents occur around the zebra when air moves
more quickly over black light-absorbing stripes
while moving more slowly over white stripes. In
addition, some zebras have more stripes in hotter
climates. These air movements may allow beads
of sweat to evaporate more quickly.

Although slower than
horses, zebras have the same
four gaits: walk, trot, canter
and gallop. Canter refers to
the slower, 3-beat version of
the 4-beat gallop. Zebra have
great stamina and can often
make their way to safety with
a zigzag running pattern. But
when cornered, they will rear
up and kick, bite and pound
their attacker. Because of their
excellent eyesight, and eyes
on the side of their heads,
they easily see everything in
their path. They also have
night vision and can count on it for safety. Zebras
have excellent hearing, and their large, round
ears can be turned in any direction to absorb
sound. They have an acute sense of taste as well.
Keeping within the herd, zebras are exceptionally social. However, this structural model
is dependent on species. Both the mountain and
plains zebras live in groups known as harems.
This means a stallion will group with as many
as six mares and their babies. When an attack
ensues, the herd will circle, strategically tucking the babies and elderly inside, with the stallion remaining outside, fighting for the group.
Bachelor males live alone or with other bachelors
until they are old enough to challenge a breeding stallion. Unlike these two species, Grevy’s
zebras don’t observe permanent bonds. They
may form a group for a few months, but then
disband. Males live alone and mothers stay with
their babies.
A mare may give birth as young as age three.
Females mature earlier than males, which leaves
the stallion not able to breed until age five or
six. Each foal is nursed for a solid year, and the
female may have a baby every year. These babies,

who end up being brown and white at birth,
are able to stand, walk, and suckle rapidly after
release from the mother onto the ground. Plains
and mountain zebras protect their babies with
help from the stallion, whereas Grevy’s only have
their mother to rely on.
Because the zebra has better resistance to disease than horses, there have been strong efforts to
train them for riding. However, this has not been
successful, due to their unpredictable nature
and tendency to panic under stress. However, a
zebra-mule cross, called a zebroid, is preferred.
They have been accessed for wagon pulling and
some have actually been ridden. Each species is
different, however, and some are more trainable
than others.
Today zebras are hunted for their skins and
meat. Sadly, humans have greatly diminished
the zebra population. Herds have actually been
culled as they compete with livestock for foraging. By the 1930s the Cape mountain zebra was
nearly extinct with less than 100 in the wild, but
have been saved thus far. Fortunately, mountain
zebras are protected in national parks. As said,
the Grevy’s zebra is greatly endangered. Because
of a small population, environmental hazards
like droughts can affect the entire species. The
plains zebra has a healthy population and is
going strong.
Well, that’s about it for this writing. Next time
you see a zebra, or are reminded of this great
animal, think of these facts. As with all wild
ones, these guys have a hard life. Their family
units are remarkable, though, and their ties to
one another have been studied for decades. The
zebra is a hearty animal that needs all the protection we can give them. In the meantime, I’ll
be back with you next month. Take care and pay
close attention to all us critters out there.

In So Many Words
BY KAARSTEN TURNER DALBY

place, men would ride side-saddle.
“If the world were a logical
”
— Rita Mae Brown
in a sentence. With two sons, I my immediate environment has been framed by my parents’ blessing to marry me.
have spent some time wonder- folks who think I use far too many words as I
As I have gotten older, I have reframed my
ing what goes on in the minds make my way through the world.
relationship with my dad many times over. It has
This month we celebrate Father’s Day. The taken some work to get through the development
of boys and men. I have declared
repeatedly to my male friends same dad I told you about who uses a lot of stages that come with moving from child to adult
and colleagues, since becom- words also ate peanut butter toast for breakfast woman. He is older now, and while it is nuanced,
ing a mother with sons, that all almost every morning when I was growing up. I find myself sharing what I have learned with
women should have a boy before He shaved his face with a brush and old-fash- him. Last Sunday on a Zoom call with my parthey start to date men, and for ioned soap dish instead of shaving cream. He ents who are struggling together to make choices
sure before they get married. wore his father’s gold watch. He liked to run as octogenarians, I suggested that they put an
Most men stare at me blankly in tiny nylon shorts and a terrycloth headband agreement in writing on their refrigerator they
and look away from my gaze, around his forehead. He had this old plastic brief- can refer to as a reminder of their plan for the
horrified because my statement case he loved. I bought him a snappy leather one next six months. They not only listened to me,
is so completely nonsenbut they each submitted their drafts for
sical to them. It makes
editorial comments before finalizing the
perfect sense to me. As
[My dad] was practical, frugal, and diligent third- and fourth-quarter marital conI have watched my boys
tract for 2020. Then, there was the time
with all things financial. He worked very
grow and develop, I am
he was in the hospital recovering from
pretty sure that if I had
heart surgery, crying in my arms because
hard for my mom, my sister, and me.
a brother or raised a son,
I had to catch a plane and get back to
work. My dad — those tired eyes — teary
I would’ve been way
ahead of the curve. Men really more befitting to the image I had of him more and frail in the hospital gown. That is the day I
are different from women, and than once. While he would always embrace me knew things were really changing.
Fathers are really important, and I’ll add,
the differences are straightfor- and the gift with gratitude, he never did find the
ward and pretty simple. I was time to transfer the contents from his fave plas- uncles, friends, coaches, teachers, bosses, and
raised by a feminist father. I went tic briefcase, ever. He drove a series of old Volvo male neighbors are, too. I watch you all influto a liberal all-women’s college. station wagons as a matter of pride in a world ence my own boys. They watch you and they
I have a sister. It has taken me where my friends’ parents sat behind the wheels listen to what you say. My boys have made it
awhile to accept the differences of new-model luxury coupes. He managed the really clear to me that their dad is much better
endowment of Stanford University for a living, than me at playing basketball, video games, grillas truth.
My father talked a lot. He and he was practical, frugal, and diligent with ing steak, and choosing bar-b-que sauce. He is
answered my questions by asking all things financial. He worked very hard for my also better at helping them with writing homefollow-up questions. There was mom, my sister, and me. When my soon-to-be work (probably because I try and use too many
no shortage of words coming husband asked for my hand in marriage, albeit words.) I have shed a few private tears over those
from the mouths of men in our house. He spoke a little old-fashioned for my liberal father, my announcements. However, when I think about
a lot, and he wrote a lot. In short, he had a lot to father took the invitation seriously. He responded my own parents, I too favor different attributes in
say about a lot of things. He even talks to him- to my beau with an authentic “I’d like to see a each of them. Increasing numbers of women are
self. Imagine my dismay when I got married and ten-year plan for you and Kaarsten, and then we happily supporting themselves and having their
realized that my husband really did have a daily can revisit the topic.” Several months later, they own families without a man or a father anywhere
word limit, and I had to pace my communication did revisit the topic, along with my mother, on a in sight. However, as a woman in the mix, I can
expectations throughout the day. I know there are conference call. Consequently, my husband was only share my gratitude and my admiration for
many exceptions to this gender generalizing, but both reluctantly and with a few conditions given fathers. We need you. Happy Father’s Day.

“

T

he other day my ten-year-old son told
me I use too many words when I talk. He
followed up with specifics and said, “For
example, when you put my field day score card
in my backpack, it takes you like over twenty
words to say something you could say in three.
I know what it is, okay.” He counted on his fingers to show me how many extra words I use
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Thank You, Dads

EFFECTS OF QUARANTINE

BY MARTY HALLBERG

M

y father passed away in 1996 at the
“young” age of 60. Cancer took him
quickly. So now I face another Father’s
Day without him. But this day never saddens me.
My dad is often in my thoughts; perhaps during
some adventure I’m undertaking that I know he
would have enjoyed, or maybe home-improvement project where I wish he could be looking
over my shoulder giving encouragement and
gentle direction. He was a force in my life. I have
his eyes, and his chin. I hope I also have some of
his curiosity, playfulness, and love of life.
It is important that we have a day set aside to
honor those men in our lives who inspire, teach,
reprimand, and play catch in the back yard with
us. It may be the father that you grew up with,
one who entered your life in your later years, or
perhaps an uncle, grandfather, or family friend
who took on that role. It can be a day to celebrate
your own son or sons, as it is for me, who are
now role modeling for the next generation.
Today Father’s Day falls on the third Sunday
in June. The day was founded in Spokane,
Washington, in 1910 by Sonora Smart Dodd.

Its first celebration was in the Spokane
YMCA on June 19, 1910. Her father,
the Civil War veteran William Jackson
Smart, was a single parent who raised
his six children there. As a holiday, it
did not have much success initially.
Americans perceived it as just an
attempt by merchants to replicate the
commercial success of Mother’s Day,
and newspapers frequently featured
cynical and sarcastic attacks and
jokes. Even Congress resisted when
attempts were made to make it an
official holiday. But eventually, in
1957, Maine Senator Margaret Chase
Smith wrote a proposal accusing
Congress of ignoring fathers for 40
years while honoring mothers, thus
“[singling] out just one of our two
parents.” In 1966, President Lyndon
B. Johnson issued the first presidential proclamation honoring fathers, designating the third
Sunday in June as Father’s Day. Six years later,
the day was made a permanent national holiday
when President Richard Nixon signed it into law
in 1972.
I’m fortunate to be surrounded by some pretty
wonderful people, and I tell myself that I should
make a point to let those close to me know how
much I appreciate them. But I’m afraid that dayto-day life gets in the way, and I don’t manage to
do so as often as I should. So, I’m grateful that we
have set aside this day to give a nod to our dads.
A few years ago my mother sent an envelope
of “memories” to me: School papers, newspaper clippings of Homecoming, and such. She
saved everything. In the midst of these scraps
of my past was a Father’s Day card. I had sent
it to my dad back in the 80s, shortly after I had
moved to Colorado from Michigan. On the
blank inside of the card was a letter I had written to my dad, just a note sharing some of my
life across the miles. It ended with “Love ya Pa,”
and he had saved it…all those years. Father’s
Day does mean something to our dads. Let’s celebrate and thank them.

BY ANNE VICKSTROM

Compare pricing and response and
let us work with you to establish and grow
your small business.

“Quarantine has given me some new skills.”
I am laughing right now, because
what else can I do? This quarantine has whacked me up the
backside of my head and left me
seriously worried about myself.
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fter weeks of quarantine, I walked to my
husband, who was reading — he always
reads, even when he isn’t quarantined
— and said, “I’m heading out.” I went down the
stairs, couldn’t find the shoes that I wanted to
wear, so I came back up same stairs, returned
back down mentioned stairs only to find the
shoes waiting for me where I had just been looking. I opened the door to the garage and turned
around, went back up the stairs to get something
I needed to take with me and went back down the
stairs. Then I realized that I didn’t have my mask
in the car, so I came back in, made lots of rustling
noises that my husband could hear as I searched
for my mask, then went back up the same stairs
to find my mask. I caught him looking at me,
“Do you not remember how to leave the house?”
Nope! I don’t. I have only left the house to take a
walk or to go to the grocery store. That’s it. Who
knew that leaving demanded skills? Skills that,
with lack of practice, could be lost.
I would like to say this was a one-time thing,
but I may run into you on a trail one day when
this is all over and I want to be able to look you in
the eye. I need to be honest that other “incidents”
have taken place since this quarantine occurred.
For instance, after not washing my hair for far
too many days (I have bathed each day, but didn’t

I’ve lost myself in reading,
“
writing, and talking to good friends.
I’ve started a new habit of calling
my mother every day.

”

manage to actually get into the shower where I
wash my hair) I finally took action. I reached up
and poured the liquid into my hands and applied
it to my hair. I then realized that I had used the
conditioner rather than the shampoo. Trust me,
I needed to shampoo. So, I reached for the other
bottle and just before it came out onto my hand,
I realized I was about to use the dog shampoo.
Third time’s a charm: I got the shampoo onto my
hair, rinsed it, and carefully applied the conditioner, a second time. Who knew that washing
your hair demanded skills?
To defend my reputation, I’ll proudly report
that I’ve developed new skills. I know how to
sleep in hours after my husband has had his first
cup of coffee. It’s the dog’s fault. After he (the
dog, not the husband) has gone out and had

To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by

breakfast, he manages to climb into bed, snuggle up beside me and lure me back to sleep, his
warm little body reminding me of my dreams.
Being quarantined, I know I’ve got all day and
evening to get to work in front of my computer,
so I’ve lost the skill to pull myself out of bed
bright and early.
Quarantine has also given me some new skills.
Once up, I climb into yoga pants with the determination to get real exercise. I start with a cup
of coffee and the morning news. Next is actual
exercise for an hour, followed by a morning walk
with the dog, and then on sunny days I’m out
raking and tidying around the house, now that
spring has arrived and those bulbs I planted last
fall are turning into lovely flowers.
I have raked countless pine needles and pine

cones (what’s the deal with those this year?) and
all the other winter muck as I look forward to
a green summer. The only problem that arises
from this is that I don’t take my phone outside
with me. So, the other day I went to see how my
husband was doing on a project. He asked “What
time is it anyway?” I said I had no idea. I went
into the house only to discover it was an hour
after a scheduled Zoom meeting. Oops. When
you’re outside and working in the dirt, time flies.
How else has quarantining affected me? I’ve
lost myself in reading, writing, and talking to
good friends. I’ve started a new habit of calling
my mother every day. Sometimes we talk for an
hour, other times just to check in. She lives only
twenty minutes away, but it makes me feel good
to connect with her each day. I also find that
when someone pops into my head I’ll stop what
I’m doing and either text or call them. No time
like the present to reconnect with a friend.
As I write this, Colorado is just starting to peek
out from the quarantine. The plan at our house
is to continue quarantine as best we can in hope
that it will grow weak and leave us all alone.
When it does, I look forward to being aware of
the clock and having an organized day again. I
also hope to continue to live simply and remember not what is important but who is important.
Anne Vickstrom’s first writing gig was right
here at Your Mountain Connection. She has
written for national and regional publications
and has published books. She loves living in
Evergreen where she and her husband raised
their three children and six dogs.
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True Leadership

COOKING CLASSES WITH…

was no arrogance or ego. There was only calm
“Thereand
a very deep respect for each other.
”

Crepe, Blintz, Pancake!

BY CINDY KIMBALL-HODGES

BY TOM BECKER

Is there any such thing as a passive
leader? What about a relationship
without lies? Author Mark Rashid
and his book “Horses Never Lie”
address these questions.

I

n the book, Mark writes about how sometimes
people look for bad things horses do and then
have a hard time finding the good. “The problem with looking at horses in such a way is that
even when our horse is trying his best to be good
and is making an effort to do the right thing, we
might never see it.” If we don’t see something, we
may misunderstand the situation.
In Mark’s book, he also writes about a thing in
horse training called “the try.” The try tells us that
our horse is understanding our request. Because
horses are subtle animals, even the flick of an ear,
the softening of the jaw or the twitch of a muscle
all mean something to them. “Very often it is
those simple little things that are at the very heart
of the big things that we look to get from them,
but because we look right past them, we never
even know they’re there. As a result, our horses
often become frustrated with us, we become
frustrated with them, and the trust between us
becomes damaged.” Trust is important, right?
Yesterday I got to watch a gifted farrier work
with our horses. A farrier? You say. To quickly
explain… Our farrier thinks the name is too much
like “fairy.” Not his favorite. When I open the
World Book Encyclopedia under farrier it says,
“See BLACKSMITH.” In the encyclopedia labeled
“B” I found, “Smiths who shod horses were once
called farriers, which came from a Latin word
meaning of iron.” So I guess it’s a pretty cool title
but not super masculine unless you are proficient in Latin. A farrier is the incredible person
who works on horses’ hooves. When the horses

What would our world be like if we took responsibility
“
for our actions and allowed others to have theirs—without
anger, arrogance or ego?
”

need shoes (to be shod) this is the person that
takes the red-hot horseshoe and bangs it into the
perfect shape for each of the horse’s feet. If your
horse goes “barefoot” and doesn’t need shoes,
your farrier “trims” each hoof. That is the short
version, but you get the idea.
Our horses are varied in their hoof care and in
the way they respond to it. For our youngest, it
was her first trim, and for our oldest and wisest,
it’s old hat. And then we’ve got a couple more
horses in between. We started with a five-year-old
gelding (male but not a stallion) who was experienced with a farrier’s work. This day I was struck
by the way our farrier explained to my 10-year
old son about how to correct the way the horse

A Little History of
Our State Flower

walks by trimming each hoof correctly. If you are
a runner you know that when you run (or walk)
on the outsides of your feet it’s called supination.
That’s our five-year-old gelding, Dakota — he’s a
supinator and needed to have the insides of his
hooves trimmed to help him walk correctly. The
care that our farrier took with our son and our
gelding was touching to see. It illustrated how
taking a moment to step back and truly see the
entire situation means everything.
Momma Raven, and baby Solstice, are another
story altogether. Raven has gotten us fired from
another farrier. She doesn’t “enjoy” having her
feet done. Solstice was pretty sure this terrible
man was taking each of her legs, one by one. But

again, the calm, peace and gentleness I saw was
inspirational. All the while this incredible “hoof
guy” talked about what was going on and how,
if he didn’t buy into their drama, ultimately they
would understand the process was not horrible.
Each horse did things to let him know they’d
“had enough.” And each time, he stepped back
and gave them a break—showing respect for
their communication and their feelings. And
each time, they relaxed and let him continue
with their hoof care. There were no sedatives.
There was no arrogance or ego. There was only
calm and a very deep respect for each other. That
day I saw passive leadership and the resulting
mutual trust.
There were many subtle things that I didn’t
see. Our farrier explained that horses will have
subconscious responses — their back feet will
kick out as a defensive mechanism. He explained
that these behaviors have kept them alive for a
couple thousand years, and that these behaviors
are okay. The horses are not kicking out of anger.
What he told me was that we must not hold
these kicks against them. Instead I was told to be
aware, let it happen and stay safe but don’t buy
into the drama and don’t get angry. If we look
for “the try” and don’t fixate on the bad, we may
understand.
Wouldn’t it be amazing if we could all be so
gentle, respectful and at the same time calm and
in control? What would our world be like if we
took responsibility for our actions and allowed
others to have theirs — without anger, arrogance
or ego? Maybe we can restore trust in our communities and in our world through demonstrations of passive leadership. Beginning today, let’s
think of our horses “getting their feet done,” and
every time we can, let’s make an effort to step
back, be calm and respond to others with nothing but love and respect.

To All the Great Fathers
Out There!
BY JEFF SMITH

The columbine is the official state flower of
Colorado. Discovered in 1820 on Pike’s Peak
by mountain climber Edwin James, the columbine’s journey to become the Colorado state
flower began in 1891 when Colorado school
children voted the Rocky Mountain columbine
their favorite flower. It won by a landslide — of
the 22,316 votes cast, 14,472 went to the Rocky
Mountain columbine. It was adopted as the official state flower on April 4, 1899, by an act of the
General Assembly.

M

y father, Charles J. Smith, lived to be 90. He
was married to my mom for 67 years and dated
no one but her. He was a Lt JG in the US Navy
for three years during WWII and was the communications officer on an LST (low, slow, target), a flat-bottom
ship, in the Pacific. They called him “Pops” because
he was the oldest one on the ship at 36, older than
the captain of the ship. He had a leave in San Diego,
and Mom took the train out to see him. Nine months
later I was born while he was out in the Pacific Ocean.
I was 11 months old when we first met. He was a wonderful father, and I learned much from him that I still
use and think about today. To all the great fathers out
there — HAPPY FATHER’S DAY!

Don’t Confuse Raymond with Phil
BY MARY BETH CARPENTER

H

Photo by Mira Paul • www.mirapaul.weebly.com • Facebook @mira.paul.7

e may look like
Punxsutawney
Phil, the most
famous groundhog in the
world, but he is much
more handsome — and
he is a Colorado native!
Meet Raymond, the notquite-so-famous
yellow-bellied marmot and
mascot of Staunton State
Park (he’s also known as
a whistlepig!).
What’s a groundhog anyway? And for that
matter, what’s a marmot? (And what about those
woodchucks, huh?) Good grief! Put as simply
as possible, they are all really large ground
squirrels (rodents of the family Sciuridae), so
they are “cousins” who live in different areas of

the US and the world and are called by local
names. But the similarity ends there. Phil’s only
job is weather prediction, while Raymond, on
the other hand, has a lot of responsibility as
the Staunton mascot. For one thing, there are
a lot of marmot pups born each year who bear
a strong resemblance to him. They are really
adorable, but they hang out mostly with their
moms, who are also undeniably cute. And they
all whistle loudly when they hear or see you
or your dog (they don’t know your dogs are
not wolves). The very best opportunity to see
Raymond and his family and pals up close and
personal, even though they are a bit shy, is to
visit Staunton State Park!
Learn more about Marmots and Staunton
State Park at cpw.state.co.us/placestogo/parks/
Staunton/Pages/default.aspx
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o, it was Mothers’ Day and I wanted to make
something special for Joyce. She already
placed her order for dinner, a shrimp lasagna with homemade pasta, which I baked outside on my grill. Another story for another time!
But, what’s for breakfast? It’s been at least a year
since I made my last batch of crepes, and those
were savory crepes at that. I blasted through a
creperie cookbook given to me by Fran a few
years back and discovered a wonderful looking
blueberry-lemon blintz. They looked and tasted
fabulous, but our breakfast conversation led to
a question. What is a crepe? What is a blintz?
Really! A little history…
Crepes and blintzes are both thin cooked pancakes made from wheat flour, but with no leavening agent. The pancake appeared in pre-historic times as a flat, rounded unleavened bread.
Their history goes back 30,000 years, when it’s
suspected they were made from ground cattails
and ferns, mixed with water and then baked on
hot, flat rocks. Research shows that throughout
history pancakes were served in moments of
ritual and celebration. Researchers even found
pancakes in the human remains of Otzi the
Iceman, dating back 5,300 years.
In ancient Greece and Rome, pancakes were
made of wheat flour, olive oil, honey and curdled milk. It was the 15th century when the
name “pancake” first appeared in Europe. The
French, of course, call theirs a crepe. It originated in Brittany, and the name comes from
the Latin term crispus, which explains its flat
and almost crisp texture. Although there are
numerous stories depicting the creation of crepes
Suzette, one notable version has it being created
by a 14-year-old assistant waiter in Monte Carlo,
Henri Charpentier, who mistakenly spilled

“What is a crepe? What is a blintz? Really! A little history…”
CREPES (15 to 18 – 8" crepes)
Batter:
2 C whole milk
4 large eggs
½ t kosher salt
1 ½ C all purpose flour
6 T melted butter
Steps:
• In a blender, combine the milk, eggs, and
salt and blend it for 5 seconds. Remove
the lid, add the flour, cover and blend to
smooth, 15 seconds. Pour in the melted
butter and blend another 10 seconds. Let it
rest until ready to cook.
• Heat your pan over medium-high heat
and float ½ T butter across the pan. When
hot, add about ¼ C batter to the pan and
by tilting the pan, allow the batter to cover
the entire bottom. Cook the crepe until
it is drying at the edge and it is browning
on the cooked side, 1 minute. Using a thin

orange liquor into a flambé being prepared
for the future King Edward VII. In 1930, Chef
Henri Charpentier introduced crepes Suzette to
America. A crepe is served with a wide range of
fillings, both sweet and savory.
Blintzes have a Slavic history which brought
them into Russia as blini. A creation of the
Ashkenazi Jewish populations of central Europe,
they are a mainstay in classic Jewish cuisine.
Blintzes are folded to become a casing for your
choice of stuffing and are then sautéed or baked
for service. The American pancake was actually

spatula, carefully lift the crepe and turn over.
Cook an additional 20 seconds until that
side is browned and it is firm in the center.
Remove, set aside on a board or plate and
repeat the process.
• Fill these crepes with most anything you
want and serve as an app, entrée or dessert.
Something simple…whipped cream cheese,
sugar, lemon juice and zest. Top with a sauce
of simple syrup and blueberries.

introduced to settlers by Native Americans.
Produced from Rhode Island Narragansett maize,
griddlecakes quickly became a staple and known
among the settlers as Johnnycakes. Who knew?
OK, so now we know that a crepe is a pancake but with a different batter. In fact, the batter
is extraordinarily easy to make. A typical batter
consists of milk, eggs, salt, flour and melted
butter. It’s easy to whip up using a steel bowl and
a quality whisk. Just make sure you get all of the
lumps out! I prefer to use a blender. Doing so
creates a wonderfully smooth batter and it takes

just a minute to make. You want the batter to
rest at least 5 minutes before you use it. If you’re
using a blender, just put the jar into the refrigerator until you’re ready to make the crepes.
You don’t need a special crepe pan to do the
job. You want a pan with a round, flat bottom,
with a diameter of what you want your crepes to
be. I use an 8” coated saute pan. It does not need
to be a coated pan, but I like using it so I can
show off by flipping the crepes! Perhaps the most
important issue in the crepe-making process is
maintaining the proper temperature of the pan.
Too cool and the crepe will stick and it won’t
brown. Too hot and the batter bubbles, creating
tiny holes. The finished crepe needs have a nice
lacy, brown finish to it. Start out at medium-high
heat and adjust the heat if needed. I always call
my first crepe my test run. These pancakes hold
very well in the freezer. I like to make a large
batch of batter, cook off the crepes, use what I
need and freeze the rest. Instant crepes whenever
I want! Check out the recipe!
Don’t forget about us! Castles and Kitchens,
we’re still here…

Castles and Kitchens offers cooking experiences
at their farmhouse kitchen in Conifer and at the
1000-year-old farmhouse in Chianti. If you’d like
to join them for either one, go to their website
www.castlesandkitchens.com or contact Francesca
or Tom at castlesandkitchens@gmail.com.

Jeff’s favorites

Make You Feel My Love
BY BOB DYLAN

(Than Anything I’ll Ever Do Again)
BY KRIS KRISTOFFERSON

When the rain is blowing in your face
And the whole world is on your case
I could offer you a warm embrace
To make you feel my love

I have seen the morning burning golden
on the mountain in the skies
Aching with the feeling of the freedom
of an eagle when she flies
Turning on the world, the way she smiled upon my soul as I lay dying
Healing as the colors in the sunshine and the shadows of her eyes

When the evening shadows and the stars appear
And there is no one there to dry your tears
Oh, I hold you for a million years
To make you feel my love

Loving her was easier than anything
I’ll ever do again

I know you haven’t made your mind up yet
But I will never do you wrong
I’ve known it from the moment that we met
No doubt in my mind where you belong

Coming close together with a feeling that I’d never known before
in my time
She ain’t ashamed to be a woman or afraid to be a friend
I don’t know the answer to the easy way she opened every door
in my mind
But dreaming was as easy as believing
it was never gonna end

I’d go hungry; I’d go black and blue
And I’d go crawling down the avenue
No, there’s nothing that I wouldn’t do
To make you feel my love
The storms are raging on the rolling sea
And on the highway of regret
The winds of change are blowing wild and free
You ain’t seen nothing like me yet

Loving her was easier than anything
I’ll ever do again

I could make you happy, make your dreams come true
There’s nothing that I wouldn’t do
Go to the ends of this Earth for you
To make you feel my love, oh yes
To make you feel my love
Source: LyricFind
Songwriters: Bob Dylan
Make You Feel My Love lyrics © BMG Rights Management, Audiam, Inc

To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by

Loving Her Was Easier

Waking in the morning to the feeling
of her fingers on my skin
Wiping out the traces of the people
and the places that I’ve been
Teaching me that yesterday was something that I never thought of trying
Talking of tomorrow and the money, love, and time we had to spend
Source: LyricFind
Songwriters: Kris Kristofferson
Loving Her Was Easier (Than Anything I’ll Ever Do Again)
lyrics © Sony/ATV Music Publishing LLC
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MOUNTAIN PARKS VETERINARY HOSPITAL
ADVENTURE CAMP AND PET LODGE

Conifer Chamber News

BY DR. DAVID DIMEO

M

CONIFER UPDATE
BY MELANIE SWEARENGIN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

D

o you customers feel
will be sent out to our memsafe when doing busibers. If you are not a member,
ness with you? That is
reach out and get connected to
the question you, as a business
the organization that will direct
owner, need to answer. Will
you on how to relaunch your
your customers walk in confibusiness!
dent of a safe shopping enviI do have some exciting
ronment? Will they feel comnews to share! Through the
fortable when you walk into
CARES Act, Jefferson County
their home for an appointment?
did receive funds to help in our
Or will they choose to do busitime of need. The Mountain
ness someplace else and silently
Area Economic Task Force has
walk into the sunset, never to be
All three chambers been working with our County
heard from again?
Commissioners
advocating
No matter where you stand in our mountain area for a portion of those funds
politically, you as business are working together to be used to help our busiowners have clients on the full
ness community. The County
and walking along- Commissioners agree to allospectrum of comfort and peace
of mind during this pandemic. side our businesses.
cate a portion of those funds to
As our community opens up,
a grant program specifically for
how are you communicating to your customer unincorporated Jefferson County. Of course, the
base what you as a business owner are doing to Conifer Chamber will be at the forefront of that
keep yourself, your staff and your customers safe? conversation, so be sure to follow our Facebook
Businesses are not only in the middle of a finan- page and GoConifer.com for details and the link
cial crisis and a health crisis, but you are also in a to the application process.
PR crisis. What you are communicating verbally
We are STRONGER TOGETHER! All three
and non-verbally is at the highest priority.
chambers in our mountain area are working
Luckily the Conifer Chamber is here to together and walking alongside our businesses.
help you! Over the next few weeks and months, We are all happy to talk you through any queswe will be sending out information on steps you tions you might have or connect you with people
can take to relaunch your business and com- who can help. Details and links to more informamunicate to your customers the steps you are tion are available at GoConifer.com. If you have
taking to open safely. We have already pushed questions, please call me at 303-838-5711 or
out information about how to claim and update email me at coniferchamber@gmail.com.
your google page, how to market your business Melanie Swearengin
on video calls and steps you can take to update Executive Director
your profiles across social media platforms. We Conifer Area Chamber of Commerce
are working closely with the Jefferson County
Workforce and Development Center as well as
If you have any membership questions contact
the county health department to help commume at the office, Melanie Swearengin,
Executive Director, director@goConifer.com,
nicate the directions and guidelines the governor
303-838-5711. Thank you for your continued
and county are pushing forward. There are many
support and thank you for shopping local!
things you can do to relaunch your business,
and the Conifer Chamber is going to walk you
through those, step by step. All this information

“

of us experienced stress during the quarantine,
“andMany
our four-legged friends also can become stressed.
”

DOGS, DOGS, DOGS

”

The Conifer Area Chamber of Commerce is dedicated to
making our community the best it can be. We are here to
support our local businesses and create opportunities for
them to grow and get connected to our community.

www.goconifer.com

Experience Conifer!

T

Best Things to Do in Conifer, CO

he Conifer area is a charming mountain
destination with an elevation of 8,277 feet,
located along U.S. Route 285 and nestled
in the Foothills southwest of Denver. Here you’ll
find great restaurants, festivals, and outdoor
activities. Our residents and visitors enjoy mountain biking, hiking, rock climbing, four-wheeling,
camping, cross-country skiing, snowshoeing,
sledding and so much more! Stop in and see us
to learn why Conifer truly is a great choice for
living, raising a family, working and enjoying the
great outdoors.

Take a look at our “Top Things to Do in
Conifer, CO” lists, and we’ll show you the best
Conifer has to offer for that experience. Whether
you’re looking for a great place to eat, the next
big concert or festival, community-minded tips,
the best businesses to work with, or where to be
in Conifer, CO, when something’s going on, we’ll
bring you front row to the action!

www.goconifer.com/top-10-lists/

WE SUPPORT
LIVING LOCALLY

BY CATHY KOWALSKI

I

n this challenging time, some of you have
been quarantined at home for many weeks,
and your dog has adjusted to this new
normal. You have probably been spending more
time walking them, playing with them and
just hanging out. When you are able to return
to work, your dog will again have to adapt to
change. Maybe during this Stay At Home Order
you acquired a new four-legged addition to your
family, and they have been enjoying their new
home and being a part of a family — they too
will have to acclimate to being left home alone
as your schedule changes.
Gradually get your dog used to being left
behind by leaving the house for short periods,
gradually adding more time. Don’t make a big
deal about leaving them. Make sure they are in
a dog-proof location — no trash cans, hazardous
items, or things your dog is likely to chew. Make
certain there is available water and dog toys
(never buy items made in China — they have
no restrictions on what goes into a product).
Dog puzzles that have treats hidden in them
will keep your dog engaged. If you are going to
be gone for very long periods of time, you may
want to think about a dog walker or enroll in
doggie daycare.
Many of us experienced stress during the
quarantine, and our four-legged friends also can
become stressed. Causes of stress can be fear of
loud noises, new situations, new locations, and
separation.

One sign of stress in dogs is pacing or shaking.
You’ve probably noticed after a vet exam your
dog might “shake it off.” I know my Whoodle
will shake after I’ve spent an hour combing out
mats in his hair — not his favorite thing!
Whining or barking can be an indication of
stress. Some dogs, when left alone, stress bark
sometimes to soothe themselves.
Dogs experiencing stress my also destroy
objects in your home.
Excessive licking, drooling and yawning can
also be signs your dog is feeling anxious.
Dilated pupils, rapid blinking or showing the
whites of their eye can be a clue that your dog is
feeling tense or worried.
Rigid body posture, cowering, tucking their
tails, itching, scratching or a rigid body can clue
us in that our dog is not feeling relaxed.
“Blow their coat” is a description of some dogs
under stress, as there is an increase in shedding.
Dogs pant when hot, but they also pant when
they feel frazzled or overly excited.
Dogs that are unwilling to take treats or that
have an accident may be trying to tell you they
are worried.
I had a dog that was afraid of meeting new
people. If someone walked up and tried to pet
him, he would turn his head away — that was
his way of escaping a stressful situation. Other
dogs may just try and hide behind you. Never
force a dog to meet someone — let the dog meet
them on their own terms when they are ready.
Get to know your dog when they are in a good
place, feeling comfortable, and relaxed. Then
you will be able to tell when they are stressed by
the change in behavior.
If you find your dog is stressed about something, don’t try to comfort them — act as if it’s
just another day in the neighborhood! Work on
some commands they know, such as sit, down,
and heel. Routines are calming and reinforce
that they can handle what is happening, which
will boost their confidence.
Change is the only constant in life — work
through these changes with your dog as we all
face what will become our new normal!

ountain Parks Veterinary Hospital
Adventure Camp and Pet Lodge has
been a fixture in Evergreen since it
opened as the first Evergreen Veterinary Hospital
50 years ago. Dr. DiMeo purchased Mountain
Parks about four years ago and has been working
tirelessly to offer the finest health care for pets, as
well as unparalleled enrichment and fun for our
day campers and overnight boarders. We recently
added agility equipment, tunnels and jumps to
keep our more active day campers, boarders, and
staff occupied. We plan to add additional fun
activities for pet enrichment in the near future.
We are the only veterinary hospital in the area
that also has day care and overnight boarding
available in the same location. Our dedicated and
devoted staff will pamper your pet during its stay,
giving you the peace of mind that your pet will
be happy and safe while you are away. You may
access our video feed and watch your pet at play
during the day. Nap time for our campers and
lunch for the staff is 12:00 noon to 2:00 PM daily.
A full set of vaccinations for all our boarders and
day campers is required prior to arrival. Please
contact us for the exact requirements. We welcome you to visit for a tour of our facility.
Mountain Parks Veterinary Hospital (MPVH)
offers a wide range of medical and surgical care
for our furry companions. When you call us, the
phone will likely be answered by Lydia or Bryan.
Lydia has been a fixture at MPVH for 12 years
and loves speaking with you and learning about
your family and pets. Bryan is a newer addition
to our staff and has been helping our clients and
their furry children for the past two years. Both
Lydia and Bryan will answer the phone, make
appointments, greet you when you arrive, and
do anything possible to help you and your pets.
Dr. DiMeo is a seasoned veterinarian with
37 years’ experience. He is a graduate of the

Paula is our lead Veterinary
University of Illinois and
Nurse and she, or one of her
has extensive experience in
assistants, will escort you and
medicine, surgery, laboratory
your pet into an examination
analysis, and imaging. He
room, take a brief history,
attended a one-year imaging
check vital signs, and let Dr.
program at Purdue University
in 2012 – 2013. Much of Dr.
DiMeo know you are ready.
DiMeo’s career was spent
The doctor will likely ask a few
in Rhode Island, where he
more questions and perform a
founded his first animal hosthorough physical examinapital in 1990. That hospital
tion. He will then consider
became a state-of-the-art hosall findings and recommend
pital and was recognized by
a treatment plan that is in the
RI monthly magazine as one
best interest of you and your
of the best. He was a member
pet. Such a plan may include
and chairperson of the R.I.
vaccinations,
medications,
Board of Veterinary Medical
laboratory tests, radiography
Examiners for 9 years. He
(x-rays), ultrasonography, or
Dr. DiMeo…has been surgery. Some tests can be
served the profession as a volunteer on several committees
done by our in-house laboworking tirelessly to
for the American Veterinary
ratory while you wait. Other
offer the finest health laboratory tests may have to
Medical Association (AVMA)
and Rhode Island Veterinary
care for pets, as well be sent to an outside referMedical Association (RIVMA).
ence laboratory. Those results
as unparalleled
Dr. DiMeo is also a past-presare generally available within
ident of the RIVMA and enrichment and fun for 24 hours. Radiographs and
New England Veterinary
ultrasounds can also be done
our day campers and while you wait, or you may
Association (NEVMA). He
is currently a member of the
leave your fur baby for a few
overnight boarders.
AVMA, Colorado Veterinary
hours and return later. More
Medical Association (CVMA) and the American serious conditions may require hospitalization.
Animal Hospital Association (AAHA).
Surgery such as a spay, neuter, teeth cleaning,
In 2010 the animal hospital was sold, and or more invasive procedures that require general
the DiMeo family moved to Colorado in 2013. anesthesia will usually require spending the day
Dr. DiMeo and his wife Julie, also a veterinar- with us. After an overnight fast, we will admit
ian, share their home with two golden retriev- your pet to the hospital in the morning. We will
ers, a Belgian tervuren, three cats, and a macaw. perform a comprehensive physical examination
They have five children, the youngest of whom and preanesthetic laboratory tests. If these tests
recently graduated from high school and will are normal, we will place an intravenous cathebegin college in the fall.
ter and administer a relaxing sedative, then the

“

”

general anesthesia. Your pet’s electrocardiogram,
blood pressure, respirations, body temperature,
and oxygen saturation will be monitored while
the procedure is performed. After the procedure is complete, we will continue to monitor
your pet until he or she is fully awake. In most
cases your pet will be ready to travel by early to
mid-afternoon.
We are here to serve our community and are
happy to answer your questions. For more information, or to request a wellness or sick visit,
please call (303) 674-3156. Call (303) 670-7118
for day care and boarding information, vaccination requirements, or to make a reservation.
You may also visit us at: www.mountainparksvet.
com. Follow us on Facebook at: www.facebook.
com/MountainParksVet. Dr. DiMeo and the
entire Mountain Parks Veterinary Hospital family
welcome you.
5920 Highway 73 • Evergreen, CO 80439
(303-674-3156 • mountainparksvet.com

*Until the COVID-19 emergency
is over, we will meet you in the
parking lot. When you arrive,
please remain in your vehicle and
call the hospital number to let us
know that you have arrived. A staff
member will greet you outside,
take a brief history and bring your
pet inside. The doctor will communicate by cell phone or come outside to speak with you while practicing social distancing.

Cathy is the Executive
Director and trainer at
Faithfully K9 Service
Dogs and Dog Training.
Call 970-591-3205
or visit the website
www.faithfullyk9.com.
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connection to the past

Evergreen Chamber Ribbon Cuttings and News

ol at original loca

tion
PHOTO BY GARY LOFFLER

Buffalo Park Scho

Back to Business!

Evergreen Auto Brokers
We treat all of our clientele with professionalism
and empathy and provide a better way to buy a
car! New, used, classic, super car, transport, and
consignment too! We also have the machinery to
sterilize your car from COVID-19!
David & Stephanie Taylor — Owners
30706 Bryant Drive #204 | Evergreen 80439
(720) 308-3942

Wednesday, June 3, 2020 • 7:30 am – 9:00 am
Come join us to hear from our guest speaker. Find out what’s new with
the Evergreen Chamber, network, and learn tips on how to grow your business..

AFTER HOURS VIRTUAL MIXER
Thursday, June 11, 2020 • 5:00 pm – 7:00 pm
Come join us for our After Hours Mixer. Network with other local business owners, win door
prizes and enjoy food & beverages.
Even though these events are FREE,
we ask that you pre-register for security purposes.
www.evergreenchamber.org

For almost 50 years the Evergreen
Area Chamber of Commerce
has proudly been serving the
mountain community. Our mission
is to grow the local economy by
building business relationships,
promoting the community and
representing local concerns with
our county government.

The Stone House
1524 Belford Ct. ~ Evergreen, CO 80439

EvergreenChamber.org

Grow your community...

Buy

Local!

Rural families understood the necessity of
“
educating their youth and took on the task of

These last 90 days have been extremely challenging
for small business. An unplanned shutdown and a slow
open have caused an unprecedented economic challenge. Financial assistance has come in from our federal,
state, and county governments.

O

building regional schools, often of an austere
nature and conveniently made from log or
found materials.

”

It is time to market your business and let the
“
community know you have survived and are open.
The Evergreen Chamber can help you do just that!
”

ur businesses have been blessed by an outpouring of community support. Buying
takeout from restaurants, ordering online
from local merchants and returning to marking
calendars with appointments to get snow tires off,
teeth cleaned, and of course a well-deserved massage have all combined to keep business in business. Have you seen the signs Stronger Together?
The Evergreen Chamber has worked directly with
the Conifer and Platte Canyon Chambers to support our community and get the word out that
yes, we are back in business!
Although the temporary pause was not welcome, it did allow business owners to think
about working on their business. It has been a
time to think and discover what needs to be done
to reinvent themselves, refine their offerings and
adapt to 2020 the way it is, not the way it was.
What does this mean for small business owners?
It means it is time to market your business and
let the community know you have survived and
are open. The Evergreen Chamber can help you
do just that!
The Evergreen Chamber staff has been working
to refine not only our member benefits but also
how we deliver on those benefits to our members and to our community. Our job is to champion economic growth, enhance the way potential customers can find what services they need,
and communicate to our community what they
need to know when. Our website and Facebook
pages are a terrific resource for information. We
are constantly updating our resources to assist in
consistent growth forward.
I wanted to share with you some of the things
we have learned that you can apply to growing
your business.
1. Determine what you can now offer to customers. Can you do video consulting? Create
recorded podcasts with tips for customers?
Online fitness classes? Video tutoring? If you’re a
retail store, push your online store as well as the

health precautions you are following to keep staff
and customers safe at your place of business.
2. Increase your posting on social media. We
have seen an increase in traffic to our Evergreen
Chamber Facebook page and website throughout
the pandemic. Update your website to reflect what
you’re offering right now. Update your Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, etc. accounts regularly. Not every post needs to be a sales push.
Show customers (and potential customers) that
you’re human and relatable by posting a photo of
you doing something fun.
3. Update your local Chamber, your newspapers, and the businesses around you about
your operations. Make sure to create the opportunity to have your business be a part of the conversation that starts, “What businesses made it
through the crisis?”
In closing I would like to say thank you to
the businesses that are part of the Evergreen
Chamber. It is a pleasure to give you exposure
and connectivity to clients. To businesses that
are not yet a member, I would like to say join
us! We are stronger together, and we would love
the opportunity to help you with your marketing
and financial success.
The role of the Evergreen Chamber of
Commerce is to provide resources to businesses
and residents in times of prosperity and in times
of challenge. We strive to pass on to everyone
information about our road to recovery and economic resurgence. We partner with our county
government, our neighboring chambers and
our residents to work together to stabilize and
return to our next phase of the new normal. If
you need information, or a recommendation on
a local business to use, please email me personally at president@evergreenchamber.org. We are
all navigating the temporary economic pause
together. We are resilient, resourceful and ready
to embrace the future. Have hope, stay healthy.

Follow us on Facebook. Visit our website EvergreenChamber.org.
Call us anytime 303-674-3412.

WE SUPPORT LIVING LOCALLY
MOUNTAIN CONNECTION | Stories are contributed by local residents to inspire healthy living, happy families, and community giving. Deadline is the 16th of each month. Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.

School

Buffalo Park School now located at Wilmot School

BY BETSY HAYS

MONTHLY CHAMBER VIRTUAL BREAKFAST

Original Medlen
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Medlen School today

Medlen School classroom

The One-Room Schoolhouse Then and Now
ELAINE HAYDEN
EVERGREEN MOUNTAIN AREA HISTORICAL SOCIETY

A

stark reminder of the effects of the Stay At
Home order prompted by the COVID-19
pandemic is visible at the corner of Hatch
Drive and Buffalo Park Road in Evergreen. Absent
is the buzz of familiar activity as the students
and teachers gather for learning and socializing
at Wilmot Elementary School. The small log
building that sits on the grounds of the Wilmot
School has not seen such activity in years and
seems even more abandoned in this time of quarantine. Originally named the Buffalo Park School,
the austere log structure serves as a reminder of
an era of teaching that is often forgotten, in spite
of having once served the equivalent purpose as
does the present school.
Education and teaching have taken on a new
face in the past few months. While teachers are
succeeding in delivering lessons through online
classrooms, and many parents are experiencing
the satisfaction of home schooling, these challenges are being met with the same sense of
responsibility that families in rural America felt
in the 1800 and 1900s. The one-room school
served the purpose of the demands met by parents and teachers, whose objective was to assure
that the basic educational needs of students
were met. The teachers in these early schoolrooms were summoned to simultaneously teach
students ranging in ages from five to fifteen
and beyond while earning a typical monthly
salary of $30 to $50. Many early teachers lived
with families in the area or were offered basic
housing in the form of a teacherage near the
schoolhouse. The school year was somewhat
fluid in the early days, as students often failed
to arrive at school as they met with obstacles
of basic transportation and inclement weather
that prevented some students from attending
with regular frequency. The necessity to work
on the family ranch often held preeminence to
schoolwork. Despite the many impediments,
rural families understood the necessity of educating their youth and took on the task of building regional schools, often of an austere nature
and conveniently made from log or found materials. These early structures were by no means
considered hallowed halls of learning, but they
served the purpose of their construction. Land
owners typically donated a parcel of land on
which to build a neighborhood school.

Such was the case of the original Buffalo Park
School. Built in 1877 by local rancher Selim
Vezina and neighboring ranchers Antoine Roy
and Leon Mallett, the Buffalo Park School sat on
Vezina property on the current Buffalo Park Road.
The small structure that measures approximately
10' x 15' typically served ten students per session
in its glory days from 1877 to 1929; however,
it is reported that as many as twenty students
could be schooled in the close-knit learning environment. Heat for the school was provided by
a wood-burning stove that was fueled by wood
collected by the male students. A very basic classroom provided students with wooden benches
to sit upon until a few years later, when desks
were installed in the school. Two of the Vezina
children, Samuel and Emma, served as teachers at
the Buffalo Park School that witnessed a succession of teachers during its years of operation. The
school closed its doors in 1929, but that was not
the end of the one-room school’s storied history.
The sale of the Vezina Ranch in 1948 prompted
Selim’s daughter-in-law, Caroline Riel Vezina, to
preserve the log schoolhouse by having it moved
to her home in Evergreen. The structure was dismantled, log by log, and reconstructed on her
property. Noting the importance of the schoolhouse for the historic value and to ensure its continued preservation, Caroline Vezina donated the
schoolhouse in 1967 to the, then vital, Evergreen
Women’s Club with the stipulation that the
school remain in Evergreen in the interest of
posterity. The women’s group gladly accepted
the donation and named their endeavor Project
Americana and quickly contacted Jefferson
County R-1 School District as a partner in the
preservation of the historic school. Through an
agreement with the district, the group facilitated
the relocation of the schoolhouse to the grassy
area between Wilmot Elementary and Evergreen
High School in 1967, and eventually the structure was relocated to its present location gracing
the entry yard at Wilmot School.
Recognizing the value of the historic school
as a teaching tool, the administration at Wilmot
School began utilizing the log school as a
hands-on experience for students. The Jefferson
County School District curriculum includes studies of Colorado history, the westward expansion
and Evergreen history in the third, fourth and
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fifth grades; all of which are fundamentally represented in the artifact of the historic one-room
school. Elementary students are given the unique
opportunity to participate in the one-room school
experience, as some teaching sessions are held
in the historic school that conveniently sits just
beyond the doors of the modern Wilmot School.
After enduring 143 years and four relocations,
the little log Buffalo Park School has made a journey that has returned it to the area of its humble
origin. As with all historic structures, the schoolhouse is once again in need of restoration and
will be addressed by the Jefferson County School
District, steward and title holder to the structure,
along with community partners. Preservation is a
small gift to a schoolhouse that served many area
families in years past and many contemporary
era students, as well.
Many examples of early one-room schools
remain in our Evergreen mountain area. Joining
the Buffalo Park School as representative of historic preservation efforts is the Medlen School
c.1886. This historic school is located on South
Turkey Creek Road and is currently owned by
the Evergreen Mtn. Area Historical Society.
Tremendous effort was expended by Director
JoAnn Dunn and many volunteer crews during
the restoration of this hand-hewn log building
that resulted in its designation on the National
Register of Historic Places. The schoolhouse,
teacherage and two c.1935 WPA privies are preserved and offer students a glimpse into the past.
Over the past twenty years, summer educational
programs at the school are conducted by Director
JoAnn Dunn and her volunteer crew, who ensure
the school remains a distinctive mechanism for
historical studies.
We are fortunate to have several examples of
early one-room schools in our mountain area.
While some have not withstood the pressure of
time, others have been meticulously preserved
and repurposed. The Bergen School c.1862 was
located near the present intersection of Evergreen
Parkway and Highway #65. The structure fell
victim to the elements after closing in mid-1930
and no longer stands as a reminder of days gone
by. The Brookvale School c. 1870s was located
near the end of Upper Bear Creek Road. After
closing its doors in the mid-1940s, the Brookvale
School was repurposed to hold community

meetings and events. This structure was saved
from demolition, was renovated and moved to private property and remains in private use. The oneroom Sunny Side School c. 1884 was located in
Kittredge between the current post office and the
Kittredge Community Church. The community
outgrew this school, and a new schoolhouse was
built in 1925, facilitated by Charles Kittredge. The
building has endured and has been repurposed
into the Kittredge Community Bible Church. The
Pleasant Park School c. 1894, located on the
current Pleasant Park Road near Conifer, has been
restored and repurposed and currently is home to
the Pleasant Park Grange. The Conifer Junction
School c. 1923, located on Barkley Road, has been
renovated and repurposed to house the Conifer
Historical Society and Museum, more affectionately known as the Little White Schoolhouse. The
Parmalee Gulch School (Indian Hills) c. 1895
was located near the intersection of Highway
285 and Parmalee Gulch Road. Regrettably, the
school was destroyed by fire in 1919. The need
for a replacement school was met when a new
schoolhouse was built in the same general area
and served the community from 1925 through
1949. The building remains today and has been
repurposed as the Indian Hills Community
Center. The building is familiar to many as the
‘place with the clever messages’ posted on the
roadside message board.
These aforementioned historic schoolhouses
are but a few that remain in our community.
We in the mountain area are fortunate to have
preservationists in our midst. Without the efforts
of community partners and volunteers at large,
a significant slice of early area history would be
missing. The desire for public education was as
vital in the late 1800s, a period of time when parents built their own schools, as it is today in an
era that views online classrooms as the norm and
not the exception. We often don’t know what we
can accomplish…until we do.
Further historic school research at the
EMAHS archive collection of photos,
manuscripts, and oral histories at the Hiwan
Museum will be available as statewide closure
mandates are lifted. Visit our website at
jchscolorado.org and like us on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/JCHSCOLORADO/
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COMMUNITY
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Conifer Historical Society

The health of our visitors, presenters, members,
and volunteers is of the utmost importance to us.
Due to the continuing changes in guidance we are
receiving from the CDC, the State of Colorado,
and Jefferson County, we are canceling all public
events scheduled through June 30, 2020.
For up-to-date information, visit our website
at www.coniferhistoricalsociety.org.
Evergreen Area Chamber of Commerce
Window Wednesdays!
All Day, Every Wednesday
Let’s be creative and use the power of window
shopping to help support local business!
Every Wednesday, our local businesses update
their windows with new products you can purchase curbside. www.EvergreenChamber.org
Jefferson County Public Library
Events Suspended
OUR STORY TIMES ARE NOW VIRTUAL!
Tune in to our YouTube channel at 10:15 am, Mon.
through Thurs., for your favorite kids’ Story Time
programming starring JCPL childrens’ librarians!
Mondays: Spanish Story Time
All are welcome for family fun time as we share
stories and rhymes in Spanish.
Tuesdays: Baby & Toddler Time
Get them ready to read by singing, rhyming, dancing and telling stories together.
Wednesdays: Let’s Dance
Wiggle, dance and have fun while building little
brains!
Thursdays: Preschool Time
Create a lifelong love of reading with interactive
Story Time.
Fridays: Fairy Tale Science
Explore the stories kids love in a brand new
way — with Fairy Tale Science
Jefferson County Public Library will be offering some in-person services, while keeping the
health and safety of our staff and community our
first priority. When preparing for a safe return to
in-person services and reopening our buildings
to the public, Jefferson County Public Library
will align our plan with other Jefferson County
agencies, neighboring library systems, and current Public Health Orders and guidelines. Our
plan will entail a safe way to handle returns, provide curbside services and adapt other services.
Go to jeffcolibrary.org for up-to-date information.
Curbside services now available at the
Evergreen Public Library
You can now start placing new holds for pick
up (including print magazines), and temporary
cardholders can also reserve physical items for
curbside pickup, too! We’ve extended the time
you have to pick up your items from seven to
14 days at curbside services. You can learn
about all our expanding services on our website:
jeffcolibrary.org.

Jefferson County Community Resources
It’s important that we come together as a Jeffco
community to support one another as the
response to COVID-19 continues. Jefferson
County Human Services compiled a guide
to community resources for those in need of
assistance: https://www.jeffco.us/4019/JeffcoCommunity-Resources.
Other general community resources
Please continue to visit the Jefferson County
Public Health website for the latest updates
on COVID-19: https://www.jeffco.us/3999/
Coronavirus-Disease-2019-COVID-19.
Ovation West Performing Arts

Fiddler on the Roof is scheduled to open on
September 19, 2020, at Center Stage and will be
a multi-generational production. We will cast a
few children, rising 4th graders and up, as well as
teens and adults of all ages. For more information
please email cemery@ovationwest.org.
Ovation West’s Summer Music Camp is scheduled for August 3 – 14, 2020, and we continue to
take reservations at ovationwest.org.
We will update our programming and the status of
Center Stage as we receive new information about
the public health crisis.
We appreciate donations to support our beautiful
theatre and the Ovation West Staff during this difficult time. Please go to ovationwest.org to support us! Thank you!
StageDoor Theater
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Bailey Day 2020
Cancelled

IREA, CoBank Team Up to Double
Donations to Rural Nonprofits
CONTACT JOSH LISS, PUBLIC AFFAIRS DIRECTOR
SEDALIA – The Intermountain Rural Electric
Association has again teamed up with CoBank to
select, and award $20,000 in donations to, four
rural nonprofits in IREA’s service territory. The
I-70 Rural Economic Advancement Partnership
(REAP), The I-70 Chamber of Commerce, the
Byers Parks and Recreation District and the
“Bennett Stronger Together” program each
received a check for $2,500 from IREA and a
matching check from CoBank as part of the
bank’s Sharing Success program.
Sharing Success was established by CoBank
in 2012 to match the charitable contributions of
customers like IREA to local nonprofit organizations. This year, in response to the COVID-19
pandemic, CoBank increased the match from a
maximum of $7,500 to $10,000 per customer.
This marks the eighth year IREA has participated in the Sharing Success program. Each year
IREA rotates among its seven director districts
which district’s organizations will receive funding
from the program. This year, it was IREA District
6 Director Bob Graf’s turn to decide.
“I was delighted when I realized it was my
turn to make a positive impact in my district
through this program.” said IREA District 6
Board Member Bob Graf. “This is my second
time selecting groups to benefit from this program, and my focus this year was on supporting
local businesses and parks in our communities.”
CoBank recognizes that its customers often
know best where funding can benefit their communities most effectively. Since Sharing Success
was established in 2012, CoBank and its customers have together contributed more than $44
million to groups such as volunteer fire departments, local schools and hunger relief programs.
“Sharing Success taps into the local knowledge
of our customers to identify organizations that
are truly making a difference in rural America,”
said Seth Hart, vice president, CoBank. “Now
more than ever, we are delighted to partner with
organizations like IREA to make a difference for

communities and people in need.”
Previous IREA Sharing Success designated
nonprofits include the Colorado Agricultural
Leadership Foundation (CALF), Community
Cupboard, Help the Needy, the Mountain
Resource Center, the Outdoor Lab Foundation
and the Parker Task Force, among others.
IREA plans to again participate in the Sharing
Success program next year, when local nonprofits from IREA Director District 7 will receive
matching donations from IREA and CoBank.

ABOUT IREA

Intermountain Rural Electric Association is a
nonprofit electric distribution cooperative that
serves more than 163,000 customers inside
a 5,000-square-mile service territory along
Colorado’s Front Range. Its headquarters is
in Sedalia, and district offices are in Conifer,
Strasburg and Woodland Park.

ABOUT COBANK

CoBank is a $158 billion cooperative bank serving vital industries across rural America. The
bank provides loans, leases, export financing
and other financial services to agribusinesses and
rural power, water and communications providers in all 50 states. The bank also provides
wholesale loans and other financial services to
affiliated Farm Credit associations serving more
than 70,000 farmers, ranchers and other rural
borrowers in 23 states around the country.
CoBank is a member of the Farm Credit
System, a nationwide network of banks and retail
lending associations chartered to support the
borrowing needs of U.S. agriculture, rural infrastructure and rural communities. Headquartered
outside Denver, Colorado, CoBank serves customers from regional banking centers across the
U.S. and also maintains an international representative office in Singapore.

WWW.BAILEY-COLORADO.ORG

In consideration of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, and of state
and local restrictions, on April 29 the Bailey Day Executive Committee met
and debated at length whether to have Bailey Day or to cancel the event.

W

e have decided it is in the best interest
of our community and participants to
cancel the event for 2020.
This was not an easy decision. Our options
were to stay with the current date of June 27,
postpone to August or Sept, or to cancel
There are many factors we considered; here
are some of the primary ones:
• Park County is still in decision mode to have
the county fair. Most likely they will postpone
to August, but they are prepared to cancel if
needed.
• State and local social distancing rules will most
likely not allow gatherings of the number we
need to have for the event.
• Conflicting schedules in August and September
with other events

• Potential difficulties with permitting for food
vendors and other permits
• Complications in rescheduling vendors
• Complications with having a performance
stage available.
• And many more were discussed
As stated earlier we decided to err on the side
of caution.
All vendors and sponsors will be notified.
They will have the option of having their application fee refunded or to apply their fee to reserve
a space for 2021.
We remain BAILEY STRONG and will come
out stronger as a community on the other side of
this pandemic.
Respectfully,
Your Bailey Day Executive Committee

A Bit About Bailey
BY GARY LOFFLER

W

illiam Bailey built his ranch and
store in 1863 near a stagecoach line.
Apparently too near, for when the
Denver, South Park and Pacific Railway came
through in 1878, the right of way separated his
house from his barn. Mr. Bailey sold his land
to the McGraw family and moved to California,
but the area held onto the name Bailey Ranch.
The McGraw family continued to run the Bailey
Country Store, which over the years served as a
theater, post office, and hotel, and now currently
hosts the Sasquatch Outpost.

Over the years, Bailey has seen trails turn to
stagecoach routes to toll roads to railroads and
finally to Highway 285. What has not changed
is Bailey’s hospitality. It remains a great spot to
stop during your travels to stretch your legs
and take a break from the road. McGraw Park
contains some of the town’s original buildings,
including the Entriken cabin which was built by
William Bailey. Plaques detail the area’s history.

We hope you and your family are staying well
during this unprecedented time. NEW! Our
classes have gone virtual. Your kids don’t have to
wait for our doors to open. We now have an exciting new lineup of online classes from May through
July for elementary through high school students.
www.stagedoortheatre.org/online-classes
June 4 –7
She Kills Monsters (change from two weekends
to one weekend)
June 19 –27
Sweeney Todd (moved from April)
July 10 – August 2
Mamma Mia! (no change)
The COVID-19 closures have put us in a bind.
Your donations are critical to helping us endure
this time and continue to serve our mountain
community. If you have any questions or concerns, feel free to reach out to us directly at
board@stagedoortheatre.org.
If your group is no longer meeting, please let
Your Mountain Connection know via Marty
Hallberg (news@yourmtnconnection.com).

Native Plant Sale

Saturday, June 6, 2020 • 9 am – 12 noon
Evergreen Christian Church (parking lot) • 27772 Iris Drive, Evergreen
Evergreen Audubon will be hosting our
first Native Plant Sale! Plants for sale will be
ideal for elevations of 7,000 to 10,000 feet.
Native plants are so important for our pollinators, birds, and local wildlife. Come early
before we sell out!
We will be practicing social distancing during
the entirety of the sale, so please wear a mask

and keep a safe distance between yourself and
others.
We will be accepting credit card and check
payment only, to minimize risk. Please bring
your own box or tray to transport your native
plant purchases if you have them. We will
have a limited supply.
evergreenaudubon.org

Submit your calendar events in MS Word format only to
Your Mountain Connection via Marty Hallberg (news@yourmtnconnection.com).
Calendar Events are published as space allows. Information must be received
by the 10th of each month prior to the actual date of the event.
MOUNTAIN CONNECTION | Stories are contributed by local residents to inspire healthy living, happy families, and community giving. Deadline is the 16th of each month. Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.
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$55/mo 3/mo minimum

ACCOUNTANT

COMMUNITY CONNECTION

ARCHITECT

ASPHALT PAVING

ATTORNEY

BATH REMODEL

CARPET CARE

DIVORCE COACHING/COUNSELING

HANDYMAN REPAIRS

HEALTHCARE ADVISORS

ADVERTISE WITH US

INSURANCE

LANDSCAPE

LANDSCAPE HAULING TREES

PEST CONTROL

PLUMBING AND HEATING

ROOFING AND EXTERIORS

STONE AND MASONRY

VACUUM SERVICE SUPPLIES

WATER CONDITIONING
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